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ABSTRACT
Red Drum (Sciaenops ocellatus) are highly targeted recreationally in the Gulf of
Mexico, and support a small commercial fishery in Mississippi. Despite their popularity,
the stock is assessed using data limited approaches that necessitate accurate life history
information. I estimated the year-specific and year-aggregated escapement rates for the
Mississippi stock (years 2004 to 2015), which were sensitive to mortality estimation
methods; year-aggregated estimates were 6.9 to 28.2 % depending on the method, but
temporal patterns were consistent. I then addressed concerns with previously estimated
life-history characteristics by describing the sex-specific growth and reproductive
dynamics. The three-parameter von Bertalanffy growth function was the best candidate
length-at-age model, with no significant difference in overall growth between sexspecific relationships, but females had a larger mean asymptotic length, and four
candidate models showed significant sexual dimorphism. I described Red Drum as batch
spawners, with 3.7 days between successive spawns during the spawning season (August
and September). The age at 50% maturity was around age-3 y in both sexes, but
spawning capability was not evident until around age-6 y. The carbon (delta C-13) and
nitrogen (delta N-15) stable isotope composition of Red Drum muscle tissue was more
enriched in carbon offshore and was significantly different with respect to reproductive
phase. Mean and variance of delta N-15 and variance of delta C-13 was significantly
different between fish < age-7 y and those older. When accounting for muscle turnover
rates, this coincides with the age of spawning capability, indicating an ontogenetic
migration at age-6 y.
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CHAPTER I – ESCAPEMENT RATE OF MISSISSIPPI’S RED DRUM STOCK
1.1 Introduction
Red Drum (Sciaenops ocellatus) are a recreationally and commercially desirable
species (Beckman et al. 1988) that inhabits the Gulf of Mexico and the eastern coast of
the United States, as far north as Massachusetts (Matlock 1980; Murphy and Taylor
1990; Porch et al. 2002). In the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) Red Drum are primary targeted by
recreational fishers in the inshore waters. This portion of the stock is composed of young
individuals (age 1 to 4 year old) and sustains significant Gulf-wide annual recreational
landings, estimated to be over six million kg in recent years (Powers et al. 2012).
The magnitude of landings may be of concern because the GoM Red Drum stock
was classified as “overfished” in the last gulf-wide assessment (Porch 2000) indicating
that the stock’s biomass was below sustainable levels at that time. Recent attempts to
address stock status, using data limited approaches (Hightower 2013), indicate that the
stock is rebuilding, but do not address whether it is overfished. A continuing need for the
assessment of the stock, in the absence of age-structured catch information and stockwide indices of abundance to inform an age-structured stock assessment model, is an
estimate of the annual instantaneous mortality rate. Information about total mortality is
necessary for the assessment of stocks that use cohort models to understand stock status
(NOAA Fisheries 2012). Total instantaneous mortality (Z y-1) is composed of two
components: natural (M, y-1) and fishing (F, y-1) mortality. Natural mortality is an
indication of the productivity of stocks and thus indicates resilience to fishing mortality
(Williams 2002; Brodziak et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2011). Estimates of mortality enable
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assessment and management. The actions of management generally include effort
controls, and is achieved by altering fishing mortality (Vaughan and Helser 1990).
One metric that directly addresses the status of a stock and incorporates an
estimate of total mortality is the “escapement rate”. Escapement rate was developed to
evaluate the impact of fishing on spawning stock biomass (SSB), and is the number of
fish that survive to a given age with the observed fishing mortality, relative to that when
no fishing mortality occurs. The escapement rate metric is used exclusively for fishes that
exhibit ontogenetic patterns of spawning movement. The escapement rate metric is used
as a fisheries reference point to evaluate potential sustainability of a stock under a given
fishing regime (Vaughan and Helser 1990). In the GoM, escapement rate is a reference
point that is specific to Red Drum. A similar method, one that uses escapement to set
“escapement goals”, is one of the main tools to manage salmon fisheries (Portley and
Geiger 2014). For this method, the number of fish that avoid harvest are estimated and
then compared to an “escapement goal”, in an effort to accomplish a desirable level of
catch such as maximum sustainable yield (Carroll 2005). The inability to get a count on
the number of Red Drum that escape harvest necessitate the use of an escapement rate
rather than the direct use of escapement.
The escapement rate metric is used to understand the inter-annual dynamics of
Red Drum, and is used for two reasons. The first is that the stock exhibits an offshore
migration that is thought to occur at approximately age-4 (y), and the inshore component
of the stock is targeted only by recreational fishing while the offshore component is
targeted by commercial fishers and fishing charters. Thus, the division of ontogenetic
stage is also a division of the sector used to target the stock. Similarly, the division of the
2

ontogenetic stage is also a division of the management authority, with the inshore
component of the stock managed by the state. The National Marine Fisheries Service
(1986) GoM Red Drum stock assessment concluded that sustainability of the stock could
be achieved if the spawning stock biomass is sufficient to maintain exploitation of the
stock in nearshore (state) and offshore (federally-managed exclusive economic zone,
EEZ) waters. The escapement rate target for the Red Drum stock assessment was 20%
and in light of heavy exploitation, was later amended by the Gulf of Mexico Fishery
Management Council (GMFMC) to 40% (GMFMC 1987, 1988). The increase in
escapement necessarily implied that the fishing mortality from the recreational sector
should be reduced to allow a greater juvenile and sub-adult survival. The current
escapement rate target for Red Drum in the GoM states is 30%, and 40% in Florida
(Hightower 2013). GoM states calculate escapement rate for age four fish, because this is
the age at which a portion of the females become mature and move to the offshore
portion of the stock (Overstreet 1983, Murphy and Taylor 1990). Leaf and BrownPeterson (2015) found the mean escapement rate of the Mississippi stock to be ~20%, but
the 95% confidence estimate is 10 to 41%. An updated escapement rate estimate is
needed to assess the current Red Drum management plan (Powers et al. 2012), and an
improvement in vital rate estimation would increase the precision of the estimate.
In this work, I use Red Drum life-history characteristics and recreational catch
statistics to estimate mortality components and escapement rate of the Red Drum stock in
Mississippi. I determine the instantaneous natural mortality rate, evaluate the overall and
year-specific instantaneous total mortality rates, and calculate the overall and yearspecific instantaneous fishing mortality rates. I use mortality estimates to calculate an
3

escapement rate for the Mississippi Red Drum stock. To understand the impact of model
misspecification I also evaluate alternative natural mortality estimations and fishery
recruitment criteria, and then report how these decisions effect the escapement rate.
1.2 Methods
To determine mortality, and subsequent escapement rate, I determined the lengthat-age relationship, and used this relationship to construct an age-length key (ALK).
ALKs are used to transform length-specific harvest information into age-specific harvest
values. These were analyzed to determine instantaneous total mortality using catch-curve
analysis. The estimated instantaneous total mortality rate was then used in conjunction
with natural mortality rate estimates to determine the annual escapement rate.
The relationship between fork length (FL) and age was estimated for Red Drum
caught in Mississippi waters using length and age data from Mississippi Department of
Marine Resources (MDMR) and a three parameter von Bertalanffy growth function
(VBGF):
𝐿𝑡 = 𝐿∞ ( 1 − 𝑒 −𝑘(t−𝑡0 ) ),
where Lt is the FL (mm) at age t (y), 𝐿∞ is the mean hypothetical maximum FL (mm), 𝑘
is the instantaneous growth rate coefficients (y-1), and 𝑡0 is the hypothetical age (y)
where FL is equal to zero. The model was fit in the Bayesian framework using noninformative priors (from the uniform distributions with bounds slightly more extreme
than the range of parameter values found in the literature). I used four Markov chains that
converged after 500,000 iterations with a thinning interval of 500. The VBGF was used
to create an ALK to describe the probability distribution of age-at-length in 10 mm fork
length “bins” (range 200 to 826 mm FL). The ALK was applied to length-specific
4

recreational harvest data for Red Drum in Mississippi, obtained from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Marine Recreational Information Program
(MRIP; http://www.st.nmfs.noaa.gov). The derived age-specific annual harvest was used
to estimate mortality rates for the escapement rate reference point.
Two components of escapement rate are fishing mortality (F, y-1) and natural
mortality (M, y-1). In this work M was estimated using four different methods: the
updated Hoenig equation reported by Then et al. (2015) , the Lorenzen (1996) equation,
and two realizations of the ensemble approach by Cope (2017). The first method, the
updated Hoenig equation, uses the inverse of longevity (𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) to estimate instantaneous
natural mortality rate (M):
𝑀 = 4.899(𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 )−0.916.
I used 42 (y) for 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 , the oldest Red Drum recorded in the literature for the GoM
(Wilson and Nieland 2000). In the second method, natural mortality was derived from an
algorithm following Lorenzen (2000, 2005), with the magnitude of natural mortality at
age, 𝑀𝐿 , estimated as:
1

𝑀𝐿 = 𝑀1 (𝐿),
where 𝑀𝐿 is the annual instantaneous natural mortality rate of an individual of fork length
𝐿 (cm), 𝑀1 is the instantaneous natural mortality rate of an individual at 𝐿 = 1 cm FL and
has been determined from empirical analysis of wild fishes to have an average of 15 y-1
(Lorenzen 2000, 2005). Age-specific natural mortality rates, Mi of ages i = 1 to 4, were
determined by converting length-specific natural mortality (𝑀𝐿 ) from the algorithm of
Lorenzen age specific using the length-at-age relationship from the VBGF function
derived previously. The third method employed a tool developed by Cope (2017), which
5

uses an ensemble approach by reporting multiple M values from a suit of different
methods given the input of several life-history parameters and fish morphometrics. I used
the greatest confidence life-history parameters reported in the most recent stock
assessment report (SEDAR49 2016), a body length of 20 cm, and the mean predicted
weight of a 20 cm fish (78.38 g, determined using a weight-at-length relationship
modeled with a power function using data from MDMR’s Sportfish Gillnet Survey) for
the third method, and the same life-history parameters, a gonadosomatic index of 0.005, a
body length of 100 cm, and the mean predicted weight of a 100 cm fish, determined by
the weight-at-length relationship, for the fourth method. Both of the M estimates obtained
from the Cope (2017) ensemble approach were median values from the distribution of
reported M values. These did not include the M estimates obtained from the updated
Hoenig equation or length-specific Lorenzen equation.
The total mortality rate (Z, y-1) was estimated using catch curve analysis, which
uses age-structured catch as a proxy for abundance (Thorson and Prager 2011). An
assumption of catch-curve analysis is that if a population experiences constant
recruitment and mortality each year, the number of individuals in a cohort declines
exponentially. A log-transformation linearizes the catch-at-age relationship, and the
absolute value of the slope is Z y-1. While it is difficult to track the fate of an individual
cohort for multiple years, under the given restrictive assumptions, the abundance of
multiple cohorts in a single year is homologous (Haddon 2011). To determine agestructured annual abundance I used recreational harvest data from MRIP, which reports
the number of fishes landed in that sector divided into one cm FL size bins. Fishery
selectivity biases the relative abundance of small (younger) fishes so I evaluated the
6

annual age specific total mortality starting at the age of maximum abundance (termed
“peak” criterion by Smith et al. [2012]) spanning to the age of the smallest median
asymptotic length (82.6 cm) from the Bayesian analysis (median age of 9.6, y). For
comparison, and to evaluate model misspecification, catch-curve analysis was performed
using alternative starting and ending ages. These included the starting point of the agegroup one year beyond the age of peak abundance (hereafter, “Peak Plus” criterion; Pauly
[1984] and Thorson and Prager [2011]), and an ending age of the age at the 30 inch (76.2
cm) total length upper slot limit for Mississippi Red Drum (median age of 6.0, y). I
define the Peak catch-curve that is truncated on the right side at the age of the smallest
median asymptotic length as the “base model.”
Year-specific and global estimates of total mortality were estimated for each catch
curve scenario using a hierarchical linear regression model in the Bayesian framework:
𝐶𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑍𝑗 𝐴𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑏𝑗 + 𝜀 ,
where 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 is the natural log transformed catch of the 𝑖 th age class from the 𝑗th year, 𝑍𝑗 is
the slope parameter estimate for the 𝑗th year (e.g. year-specific total mortality), 𝐴𝑖,𝑗 is the
age class of the 𝑖 th fish of 𝑗th year, 𝑏𝑗 is the intercept parameter estimate for the 𝑗th year,
and 𝜀 is the random error term assumed to be normally distributed with variance 𝜎 2 . The
year-specific slope and intercept terms were estimated from the global slope and intercept
assuming a normal distribution:
̅ 𝜃 2̅ ) ,
𝑏𝑗 ~ 𝑁(𝑏,
𝑏
𝑍𝑗 ~ 𝑁(𝑍̅, 𝜃𝑍2̅ ) ,
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where 𝑏̅ and 𝑍̅ are global intercept and slope terms, respectively, and 𝜃𝑏2̅ and 𝜃𝑍2̅ are the
associated variances. For the global slope and intercept terms (𝑍̅ and 𝑏̅), I assumed noninformative normally distributed priors with a mean of zero and a variance of 10,000. I
assumed non-informative priors from the uniform distribution for the associated
variances(𝜃𝑍2̅ and 𝜃𝑏2̅ ) and the global error term (𝜀). I used four Markov chains that
converged after 500,000 iterations, with a burn-in of 3,000, and a thinning interval of
100, as indicated visually by the trace plots. Using this model structure I estimated the
resulting year-specific and global instantaneous total mortality rates (Z, y-1) from the
respective slopes. The global estimate of Z is the instantaneous mortality rate estimate for
the entire time period. The Z estimates were then used to calculate year-specific and
global fishing mortality.
Using the natural mortality and global fishing mortality estimate, the escapement
rate for Red Drum up to age four was calculated, using the following equation modified
from Porch (2000):
4

𝐸=

𝑒 ∑𝑖=1 −(𝐹𝑖 +𝑀𝑖 )
4

𝑒 ∑𝑖=1 −𝑀𝑖

,

where F and M are the instantaneous fishing and natural mortality rates (y-1),
respectively, which for all natural mortality estimators, except for the Lorenzen equation,
are invariant with age. For the mortality calculated with the Lorenzen equation, M and F
are age-specific mortality of age i fish.
1.3 Results
The VBGF appeared to fit the data well, but slightly underestimated the lengths of
fish just before the asymptotic length (Figure 1.1). The median parameter estimates and
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95% credible intervals for 𝐿∞ , 𝑘, and 𝑡0 were 898.6 (850.2 to 951.7) mm, 0.24 (0.18 to
0.32) y-1, and -1.05 (-1.94 to -0.43) y, respectively. These estimates were used in the
ALK along with the MRIP length-specific catch data to determine catch-at-age. The
catch-at-age exhibited exponential decay for all years (2004 to 2015; Figure 1.2). Age at
maximum catch varied annually, and thus the peak of the global model, which was 2.5 y,
was used for the Peak method.
The natural mortality rate estimates were variable depending on method. The
Lorenzen approach for estimating natural mortality produced greater values than the
other methods for smaller fish and lower values for the larger fish (Figure 1.3).
Instantaneous natural mortality ranged from 0.16 to 0.44 (y-1), with the updated Hoenig
equation and the Cope (2017) ensemble approach using a 100 cm fish being the most
similar (Table 1.1). The Cope (2017) methods returned multiple M values that were nonnormally distributed, and the inputs from a 20 cm long fish resulted in a wider spread of
reported M values than that of the 100 cm long fish. Given that the distributions were
non-normal, the median values were used, which were 0.345 and 0.1875 for the method
using a 20 cm fish and a 100 cm fish, respectively (Figure 1.4).
Total mortality estimates were variable and sensitive to the approach used to
determine their values. Total mortality rate (Z) estimates from the Bayesian hierarchical
linear model ranged between 0.67 and 0.73 (y-1, Figure 1.5), with a global Z estimate of
0.71 (y-1, Figure 1.6) for the base model (Table 1.2). The year specific Z values were
variable (Figure 1.7), and the resulting escapement rate estimates followed a similar trend
regardless of which method was used to estimate M, but the escapement rates obtained
with M estimates from the Cope (2017) ensemble approach using the 20 cm fish were the
9

greatest, with the Lorenzen equation producing the next highest escapement rate values,
and the Hoenig and the Cope (2017) ensemble approach using the 100 cm fish producing
very similar and the smallest escapement rate estimates (Table 1.2, Figure 1.8).
Escapement rate was strongly and negatively correlated with fishing mortality (r = 0.981, p < 0.001; Figure 1.9).
When comparing the different catch-curve methods, all four catch-curves resulted
in different Z estimates, and were most sensitive to the choice of truncation points. The
Peak and Peak Plus catch-curves that were truncated to the upper slot limit of Red Drum
had Z values approximately 20 percent larger and 10 percent smaller than those of the
base model, respectively, while the Peak Plus catch-curve truncated at the minimum
asymptotic length prediction had Z values around 2% lower than the base model (Figure
1.10).
The base model was used to compare how different M estimation methods
impacted the escapement rate. The M values derived from the Hoenig equation and
Cope’s (2017) ensemble approach using a 100 cm fish resulted in very similar, and the
lowest, escapement rate estimates, which were fairly consistently around 11 and 12
percent, respectively. The M values from the Lorenzen equation and Cope’s (2017)
ensemble approach using the 20 cm fish showed much more yearly variance, but
followed similar patterns with the escapement rate fluctuating about 20 and 23 percent,
respectively (Figure 1.11).
The escapement rate estimates from the different methods varied with the choice
of the truncation method and the M estimation method, with year aggregated (grand)
values ranging from 6.9 to 28.2 % depending on method. The catch-curves, truncated on
10

the upper end at the slot limit resulted in more extreme (both higher and lower)
escapement rates than those truncated at the minimum asymptotic length regardless of the
method used to estimate M. Within each truncation method, escapement rates were
ordered from greatest to lowest by the M estimation method as follows: (1, highest)
Cope’s (2017) ensemble approach using a 20 cm long fish, (2) Lorenzen equation, (3)
Cope’s (2017) ensemble approach using a 100 cm long fish, (4, lowest) updated Hoenig
equation (Figure 1.12).
1.4 Discussion
In this work I estimated the year-specific and year-aggregated instantaneous
mortality components (Z, M, and F) of the Mississippi Red Drum stock for the years
2004 through 2015 using a suite of different M estimation methods, and four different
catch-curve scenarios for Z. I then used the mortality estimates from the different
methods to calculate escapement rates for the stock, and showed the impacts of each
method on the resulting escapement rate. Both the M method chosen and the catch-curve
scenario impacted the escapement rate estimate.
Depending on what M method that was used, the base model showed year
aggregated escapement rates ranging from 11.1 to 23.2 %. All seem reasonable, and are
within the range of M values reported in SEDAR49 (2016) and are very similar to those
reported by the GMFMC as used for previous escapement rate estimates for Mississippi
(Table 1.3). One advantage of the Lorenzen equation, is that it doesn’t assume constant
mortality at age for the analyzed ages, while the other methods evaluated do. This is
appealing because life-history theory suggests that larger individuals have a survival
advantage (Lorenzen 2000). However, it should also be noted that the updated Hoenig
11

equation has been assessed from empirical analysis to be the most robust (Then et al.
2015). The advantage of the Cope (2017) ensemble approach is that it reports several
values from a suite of methods, that can be used in a variety of ways to inform the
decision on M.
The largest differences in escapement rates were a result of the construction of the
catch-curve scenarios. Both the decision on the age at full recruitment and maximum age
to be used affected the Z estimate and thus the escapement rate. The maximum age to be
included in the catch-curve had the greatest impact on Z, but the range of Z values I
found are well within the range that are reported in the most recent stock assessment
report (SEDAR49 2016). The Z estimates obtained from the Peak method on the data
with more truncation, which incorporated fewer of the older individuals, were the most
dissimilar to previously published rates (Table 1.3; Figure 1.12). Eliminating these older
specimens, even if just a small fraction of the total catch, can drastically increase the
slope of the regression that determines Z. With most of the fishing targeting the younger
ages, it is critical to consider if the inclusion of the older fish is logical. This is especially
the case for Red Drum because they can live 40 years or older, which is drastically older
than the main targeted age classes. The truncation of data to the maximum size limit
seems reasonable as the escapement rate is most concerned with the younger fish, but it
may not be completely justified as anglers in Mississippi waters are allowed to keep one
(out of a bag limit of three) over the 30 inch size limit each trip. Consequently, a small
portion of old individuals are still being harvested and perhaps should not be ignored.
In addition to carefully and thoughtfully picking the maximum age truncation
point of the catch-curve, there are a few considerations for future work that could
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improve mortality estimates. One is the decision on how to correct for under-recruited
age classes. It is common practice in standard catch curves to include only those in the
population that are fully recruited to the fishery (Peak method) or one year past fully
recruited (Peak Plus method), but incorporating continuous selectivity-at-age may
improve the accuracy. This is of high concern for this analysis since peak catch varied
year to year, and thus the peak catch of the global model was used. Integrating a
selectivity function in the catch curve would eliminate a potential source of bias, improve
efficiency by permitting the use of the youngest age classes, and improve accuracy
(Thorson and Prager 2011). Another improvement would be access to age-specific
harvest rather than length-specific. While estimated ages from lengths is not difficult, it
does introduce another source of error. Thirdly, one of the assumptions of catch-curve
analysis is that the catch is taken randomly from the age classes of interest. As fisherman
may target certain size classes especially hard, it would be beneficial to have some
fishery-independent data to compare to. Ways to improve the accuracy of the catch-curve
should be considered if it is to continue to be used in the estimation of the Red Drum
management reference point.
Catch-curves are frequently used in the assessment of data-poor fish species, but
this work shows the vulnerability to decisions in the construction of the catch-curve.
Escapement rates from the global model for the 16 different catch-curves ranged from
6.9% to 28.2%, but the annual trends followed the same general pattern. The discrepancy
that arose from selecting different age classes to include in the catch curve shows how
sensitive these models are to these decisions and illustrates the imprecision in mortality
rate estimates. Consequently, attention and interpretation should be placed on the general
13

trends rather than the exact estimates of escapement and mortality rate estimates. Also,
given the correlation between Z and escapement rate, I suggest eliminating discrepancy
introduced from M estimation methods by using trends in Z to evaluate the Red Drum
stock rather than the escapement rate estimate.
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Table 1.1
Natural mortality estimates
Method

Age (y)

M (y-1)

Hoenig

All

0.16

Lorenzen

1

0.43

2

0.32

3

0.27

4

0.24

Cope (20 cm)

All

0.35

Cope (100 cm)

All

0.19

Natural mortality (M) estimates from different methods: the updated Hoenig’s equation reported by Then et al. (2015) , the Lorenzen
(1996) equation, an ensemble approach by Cope (2017) using a 20 cm long fish, and Cope's (2017) ensemble approach using a 100 cm
long fish.
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Table 1.2
Escapement rate estimates
Year

Z (y-1)

Escapement Rate (%)
updated Hoenig

Lorenzen

Cope (20 cm)

Cope (100 cm)

2004

0.69

12.05

22.6

25.28

13.47

2005

0.74

9.88

18.53

20.73

11.04

2006

0.72

10.74

20.15

22.54

12.01

2007

0.71

10.88

20.41

22.84

12.16

2008

0.69

11.87

22.27

24.91

13.27

2009

0.72

10.67

20.01

22.39

11.93

2010

0.7

11.45

21.47

24.03

12.8

2011

0.73

10.02

18.79

21.03

11.2

2012

0.71

11.25

21.1

23.61

12.58

2013

0.7

11.62

21.8

24.4

12.99

2014

0.7

11.34

21.26

23.79

12.67

2015

0.71

11.1

20.83

23.3

12.41

Grand

0.71

11.05

20.72

23.19

12.35

Year-specific and year-aggregated (Grand) total mortality (Z, y-1), and associated escapement rate (%) for the Mississippi Red Drum
stock. Total mortality was calculated from a catch curve truncated to fish that were fully recruited to the fishery on the lower end, and
truncated on the upper end at the minimum median asymptotic length obtained in the Bayesian framework. The natural mortality rate
was obtained using four separate methods including: the updated Hoenig equation using a maximum age of 42 y, the Lorenzen
equation, and the median value from a unique suite of M values estimated by Cope's (2017) ensemble tool for a 20 cm fish and a 100
cm fish. Data came from recreational landings reported by Marine Recreational Information Program.
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Table 1.3
Previous escapement rate estimates
Year
2004
2005
2006

Z (y-1)
0.7
0.55
0.46

M (y-1)
0.2
0.2
0.2

F (y-1)
0.5
0.35
0.26

Escapement Rate (%)
13.53
24.66
35.35

Mortality and escapement rate (%) estimates for Mississippi from Powers and Burns (2010, Tab L No. 3 (a)). Parameters include total
instantaneous mortality rate (Z, y-1), instantaneous natural mortality rate (M, y-1), and instantaneous fishing mortality rate (F, y-1).
Escapement rate was estimated to age-4 y.
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Figure 1.1 Length-at-age relationship
Age and fork length of Red Drum caught in Mississippi waters fit with a three parameter von Bertalanffy growth function. The line
represents the model using median parameter estimates obtained through Bayesian analysis. The median parameter estimates for L∞, k,
and t0 were 898.6 (mm), 0.24 (y-1), and -1.05 (y) with 95% credible intervals of 850.2 to 951.7 (mm), 0.18 to 0.32 (y-1), and -1.94 to 0.43 (y), respectively.
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Figure 1.2 Age-specific catch
Catch-at-age for Red Drum caught in Mississippi waters, converted from length-specific recreational catch data provided by National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Marine Recreational Information Program (MRIP). The data were truncated on the upper
end to the minimum asymptotic length prediction from Bayesian analysis (826 mm).
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Figure 1.3 Natural mortality estimates
Natural mortality estimated by the Lorenzen equation for a range of sizes, by the Hoenig equation using 42 (y) as the maximum age,
by Cope’s (2017) ensembles approach using the highest confidence life-history parameters reported in the most recent stock
assessment report (SEDAR49 2016), a body length of 20 cm, and the mean predicted weight of a 20 cm fish, and the same approach
using a 100 cm long fish and a GSI of 0.005.
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Figure 1.4 Interactive web tool derived natural mortality estimates
Distribution of natural mortality estimates from an interactive web tool (Cope 2017), using highest confidence parameter estimates
reported in the most recent stock assessment report (SEDAR49 2016) and body lengths and mean predicted weight of (top) 20 cm and
(bottom) 100 cm fish. The red lines indicate the median value for each distribution.
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Figure 1.5 Year-specific log catch-at-age
Year-specific catch curves truncated from age at maximum catch to the minimum asymptotic length prediction. The solid line is a
linear regression of the natural log of catch (number) as a function of age (y); the absolute value of the slope is the instantaneous total
mortality estimate. Only the data with closed circles were used for the determination of the regression parameters following the “Peak
Method”, described in this document.
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Figure 1.6 Year-aggregated log catch-at-age
Linear regression of the natural log of catch (numbers) as a function of age (y) from a global (combined year) model with the slope of
the regression line representing the instantaneous total morality rate estimate. This model utilized Mississippi recreation catch data
from Marine Recreational Information Program truncated from age at maximum catch to the minimum asymptotic length prediction.
Only the data with closed circles were used for the determination of the regression parameters following the “Peak Method”, described
in this document, and the resulting slope equaled -0.71.
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Figure 1.7 Instantaneous total mortality estimates
Year specific and year aggregated (Grand) total mortality rate (Z) estimates from a hierarchical Bayesian catch curve analysis using
Mississippi MRIP data and fish that are fully recruited to the fishery, and truncated on the upper end at the minimum asymptotic
length prediction.
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Figure 1.8 Escapement rate estimates for each natural mortality
Year specific and year aggregated (Grand) escapement rate estimates. Each quadrant utilized a separate method of estimating natural
mortality, as indicated by the title of the quadrant. Total mortality rate estimates were obtained with a hierarchical Bayesian catch
curve analysis with Mississippi MRIP data and fish that are fully recruited to the fishery, and truncated at the minimum asymptotic
length prediction.
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Figure 1.9 Correlation between total mortality and escapement rate
Escapement rate as a function of fishing mortality rate (Z). Total mortality rate were obtained with a hierarchical Bayesian catch curve
analysis with Mississippi MRIP data and fish that are fully recruited to the fishery, and truncated on the upper end at the minimum
asymptotic length prediction.
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Figure 1.10 Sensitivity of total mortality estimates to catch curve truncation points
Percent difference in instantaneous total mortality (Z, y-1) estimates of each model compared to the base model. Line labels represent
the truncation points as “’Left truncation point’ to ‘Right Truncation Point’” as describe in this document. The solid lines represent the
yearly percent differences and the segmented line represents the global (year aggregated) percent difference.
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Figure 1.11 Sensitivity of escapement rate estimates to natural mortality estimates
Yearly Escapement rate (%) estimation using the base catch-curve model and the natural mortality (M, y-1) estimation method
indicated by the line labels. Estimation were obtained using the indicated natural mortality method and a total mortality estimated with
a hierarchical linear regression in the Bayesian framework. The solid lines represent the yearly escapement rate estimations and the
dashed line represents the global (year aggregated) estimation.
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Figure 1.12 Escapement rates for all catch-curves and natural mortality estimations
Escapement rate (%) estimations for each of the methods evaluated. The catch-curve truncation points to determine total mortality are
indicated by the color and are labeled in the legend as “’Left truncation point’ to ‘Right Truncation Point’” as describe in this
document. Each quadrant uses the natural mortality estimation method indicated by the quadrant title to calculate the escapement rate.
The asterisks (*) symbol represents previous escapement rate estimates as determined by Powers and Burns (2010, Tab L No. 3 (a)).
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CHAPTER II – SEX-SPECIFIC AGE AND GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS OF RED
IN THE NORTH-CENTRAL GULF OF MEXICO
2.1 Introduction
Age and growth are fundamental life history characteristics and are essential
components of determining population dynamics and assessing a population’s response to
fishing pressure (Beckman et al. 1989; Denney et al. 2002). Red Drum (Sciaenops
ocellatus) are one of the most targeted species for recreational fishing in the Gulf of
Mexico (GoM; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 2017), with mean
annual harvest in Mississippi exceeding 150,000 kg, and as high as 551,000 kg for the
past decade ( National Marine Fisheries Service 2017). Despite their popularity and
iconic status in the region, the GoM Red Drum stock has severe data limitations and is
categorized as a data-limited stock (SEDAR49 2016). An age-structured assessment
requires accurate length-at-age information because the age structure of the population
and catch are derived from length-frequency data, and inaccurate descriptions of
individual growth leads to poorly defined and biased fishery reference points (Reeves
2003). The weight-at-length relationship is another essential growth characteristic, and
can be used to estimate biomass from length-specific harvest.
There is a lack of precision in age-growth estimates of Red Drum because the
species is thought to exhibit sexually dimorphic growth and because there remain some
questions about which growth models best describe individual growth dynamics. Many
growth models for Red Drum aggregate sexes to describe length-at-age and weight-atlength, despite evidence of sexual dimorphism (Overstreet 1983; Beckman et al. 1989;
Powers et al. 2012). Aggregating sex in the analysis generally leads to greater variance
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(lower precision) in model parameter estimates. Beckman et al. (1989) found a
significantly better fit (p < 0.001) when growth was modeled for each sex separately than
when sexes were aggregated in the analysis. From a model specification perspective, the
von Bertalanffy growth function (VBGF) is commonly used to describe the length-at-age
relationship (Beckman et al. 1989; Murphy and Taylor 1990; Ross et al. 1995). However,
the VBGF may not be the most appropriate to use due to seasonal and ontogenetic
changes in growth rate of Red Drum (Porch et al. 2002), therefore a more highly
parameterized model may be necessary. Although the use of multiple models addresses
the issue of model misspecification (Katsanevakis 2006), and can help reduce biases, the
approach will only be as effective as the models used in the analysis. Furthermore, there
are spatial differences in past growth parameter estimates, even on an intra-state level
with multiple reports from the same authors (Wakefield and Colura 1983; Matlock 1992).
Local sex-specific age-growth relationships modeled through multiple candidate models
should therefore improve the precision of mean length-at-age estimates of Red Drum in
Mississippi and the greater northern GoM.
The objective of this chapter was to evaluate the length-at-age and weight-atlength relationships of Red Drum. To do this I quantified sex-specific length-at-age using
multiple candidate models and determine the best supported model, quantified the sexspecific weight-at-length relationship, and determined if these relationships were
significantly different in male and female Red Drum. I also provide meristic conversions
between common measurements.
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2.2 Methods
Red Drum were collected in the north-central GoM (n = 791) using fisherydependent (hook-and-line: various method of catch) and fishery-independent (gill net,
long line, and purse seine surveys) methods. The wet weight (g), total length (TL, mm),
standard length (SL, mm), and fork length (FL, mm) of each specimen was obtained and
recorded. A subsample (n = 71) were measured both whole, and as filleted carcasses
(missing muscle mass). All three length measurements (SL, FL, and TL) are found in the
literature, so I describe the linear relationship between each, as well as the relationship
between each measurement from the filleted fish to that of the whole fish. Sagittal
otoliths and whole gonads were collected from each fish. The sex of each fish was
determined macroscopically and microscopically (see Chapter III of this thesis).
Age determination followed the procedures presented by VanderKooy (2009).
The left sagittal otolith was used to estimate age of each specimen (or the right sagitae
when the left was unavailable). I embedded whole otoliths in WEST System epoxy, and
cut three 0.5 mm thick sections from the center of the embedded otolith using a Buehler
IsoMet low speed-speed saw with diamond blades. I then mounted the three sections on a
slide using Flo-texx. Once mounted, two independent readers counted the annuli on the
section using a microscope at 40 × magnification. If the age estimates from the two did
not agree, a third independent reader counted the annuli. If all three resulting estimates
still differed, the fish’s other otolith was read in the same manner. If the age estimates
were still not in agreement, the fish was not used in the analysis. The translucent outer
edge margin of the otolith, between the edge of the otolith and the most recently fully
formed annulus, was measured using i-Solution Lite software and compared to the width
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of the most recently formed annulus measured in the same manner. This proportion was
assigned a categorical margin code based on the percent translucent area (1 = opaque ring
formation, 2 = 0-33%, 3 = 33-66%, 4 = 66-99%). I assumed a birthdate of 1 October and
annuli deposition date of 1 February following Ditty (1986) and Beckman et al. (1988,
1989). However, because the first annulus is not deposited until the fish’s second winter
(Beckman et al. 1988, 1989; Murphy and Taylor 1990), the first ring indicates an age of
one and a half (1.5) years, with each subsequent ring indicating an additional year of age.
I added the number of days between 1 October and the catch date to the annuli-derived
age estimate. Age estimates of fish with no discernable annuli were assigned ages based
on capture date and margin code: individuals with a margin code of 3 or 4 were assigned
annuli-derived ages of one year plus the number of days at large (number of days
between 1 October and the date of capture divided by 365), and those collected with a
margin code of 1 or 2 were assigned partial year ages equal to the number of days at
large. Marginal increment analysis was not completed to verify annuli deposition date
because this has already been done (Ross et al. 1995). Because obtaining otolith-derived
age estimates is expensive and time-consuming, I also modeled age and TL as a function
of otolith weight using a power function and a three-parameter VBGF, respectively.
I described the Red Drum age-growth relationship using seven length-at-age
functions and a power function for the weight-at-length relationship. The length-at-age
candidate models included a three-parameter von Bertalanffy growth function (VBGF), a
two-parameter VBGF, a segmented “double” VBGF, a “linear” VBGF, the Gompertz
growth model, a three-parameter logistic model, and the Porch et al. (2002) seasonal and
damped model. The highly parameterized double VBGF and Porch models were fit to the
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data using Bayesian methods for non-linear regression in the program JAGS (Plummer
2003), called from R using the package rjags (Plummer et al. 2016). All the other lengthat-age models were fit with a non-linear least squares regression (nls; R Development
Core Team 2016). I evaluated relative model fit using Akaike information criterion
(AIC), a measure of the goodness-of-fit of a model relative to the other candidate models
(Katsanevakis 2006). The best representative model was indicated by the lowest AIC
value. I constructed both sex-specific and sex-aggregated models and tested for
significant difference (α < 0.05) using an F-test, where a significant difference would
indicate sexual dimorphism.
The three-parameter VBGF (von Bertalanffy 1938) is a non-linear regression and
is defined by:
𝐿𝑡 = 𝐿∞ (1 − 𝑒 −𝐾 (𝑡− 𝑡0 ) ),
where Lt is the TL (mm) at age t (y), 𝐿∞ is the mean hypothetical maximum TL, 𝑘 is a
growth rate coefficient (y-1), and 𝑡0 is the theoretical age (y) at length zero. The twoparameter VBGF is defined in the same manner, but the 𝑡0 parameter is constrained to the
origin, and thus equals zero. The double VBGF (Vaughan and Helser 1990) is a
segmented non-linear regression model and is defined as:
Lt = {

𝐿∞ ( 1 − 𝑒 −𝑘1 (t−𝑡1) ),
𝐿∞ ( 1 − 𝑒

−𝐾2 (t−𝑡2 )

),

𝑡 < 𝑡𝑝
𝑡 ≥ 𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝 = (𝑘2 𝑡2 − 𝑘1 𝑡1 )/(𝑘2 − 𝑘1 ),
where Lt is the TL (mm) at age t (y), 𝐿∞ is the mean hypothetical maximum TL, 𝑘1 and
𝑘2 are instantaneous growth rate coefficients (y-1), and 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 are the hypothetical
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ages where TL is equal to zero. This model allows the growth rate to change at a pivotal
age, 𝑡𝑝 .
Another variant of the VBGF is the linear VBGF (Hoese et al. 1991; Vaughan 1996).
This function describes the maximum length asymptote as a linear function of age with
an intercept of 𝑏0 and a slope of 𝑏1 :
𝐿𝑡 = (𝑏0 + 𝑏 1 𝑡)(1 − 𝑒 −𝑘(t−𝑡0 ) ),
with growth rate coefficient 𝑘 (y-1), age 𝑡 (y). The parameter 𝑡0 is the theoretical age (y)
at length zero. Gompertz (1825) developed a differential equation to describe survival,
that has been solved and parameterized to model growth (Ebert 1999; Grosjean 2001). It
is a sigmoidal curve with an exponential decrease in growth rate with size:
Lt = 𝐿∞ 𝑒 −𝑒

−𝑘(𝑡−𝑡0 )

,

where Lt is the TL (mm) at age t (y), 𝐿∞ is the mean maximum total length (mm), k is a
relative growth rate parameter (y-1), and 𝑡0 is a location parameter that represents the age
at inflection, and controls the horizontal position of the curve. The three-parameter
logistic length-at-age model (Ricker 1975) is defined as:
Lt =

𝐿∞
,
(1 + 𝑎𝑒 −𝑏𝑡 )

where Lt is the TL (mm) at age t (y), 𝐿∞ is the mean maximum total length (mm), and the
parameters 𝑎 (unitless) and 𝑏 (y-1) determine the shape of the curve. The Porch (2002)
seasonal and damped model incorporates a growth rate that declines with age and varies
with the seasons and is defined as:
𝐿𝑡 = 𝐿∞ (1 − 𝑒 𝛽1+𝛽2 −𝑘0 (t−𝑡0 ) )
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𝛽1 =

𝑘1 −𝜆 𝑡
(𝑒 1 − 𝑒 −𝜆1 𝑡0 )
𝜆1

2𝜋 cos{2𝜋 (𝑡𝑐 − 𝑡)} −
𝑒 −𝜆2 𝑡 (
)−
𝑘2
𝜆2 𝑠𝑖𝑛{2𝜋 (𝑡𝑐 − 𝑡)}
𝛽2 =
,
4𝜋 2 + (𝜆2 )2 −𝜆 𝑡 2𝜋 cos{2𝜋 (𝑡𝑐 − 𝑡0 )} −
𝑒 2 0(
)
𝜆2 𝑠𝑖𝑛{2𝜋 (𝑡𝑐 − 𝑡0 )} ]
[
where Lt is the total length (mm) at age t (y), 𝐿∞ is the mean hypothetical maximum TL
(mm), 𝑘0 , 𝑘1 , and 𝑘2 are instantaneous growth rate coefficients (y-1), 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 are
damping coefficients, 𝑡0 is the theoretical age (y) at length zero, and 𝑡𝑐 is a shifting
parameter for the sine wave valued between zero and one. Assuming the animal will not
shrink with age implies the constraint:
𝑘0 + 𝑘1 𝑒 −𝜆2 𝑡 sin(2𝜋 (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑐 )) ≥ 0.
The sex-specific weight-at-length relationships were described with the power function:
W = 𝑎L𝑏 ,
where 𝑊 is weight (g), 𝑎 is a coefficient, 𝐿 is TL (mm), and 𝑏 is an exponent that
represents the change in length relative to weight. I used an analysis of residual sum of
squares (F-ratio) to test for significant difference between male and female-specific
models for the length-at-age and -weight relationships (Chen et al. 1992).
2.3 Results
A total of 791 individuals were collected ranging in TL from 105 to 1,115 mm,
with 333 males, 361 females, and 97 unsexed. Otolith-derived age estimates were
obtained from 451 individuals, and age estimates ranged from 0.56 to 31.4 y. The linear
relationships between TL and SL (r2 = 0.984) explained slightly less of the variances than
that between TL and FL (r2 = 0.995), but both had significant slopes (p < 0.001, Table
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2.1). The filleted TL to TL regression had the strongest relationship out of all the filleted
length regressions (r2 = 0.999, Table 2.1), and I used it to convert all TL measurements
obtained from filleted carcasses (n = 320).
Otolith-derived age estimates had strong agreement between two readers (93.9 %;
CV = 3.57; APE = 2.52), and all otoliths had age agreement by at least two of the three
readers after analysis by the third reader, and thus no samples were removed due to
disagreement. There were strong non-linear relationships in both otolith-derived age
estimates and TL, with respect to otolith weight (Figure 2.1). The age and otolith weight
relationship was described by the power function parameters a = 3.74 (95% CI: 3.54 to
3.95) and b = 1.45 (95% CI: 1.40 to 1.51). I described the relationship between TL and
otolith weight using the three-parameter VBGF parameter estimates L∞= 1016 (95% CI:
1003 to 1031) mm, k = 1.00 (95% CI: 0.95 to 1.06) y-1, and t0 = -0.17 (95% CI: -0.20 to 0.15) g.
The seven candidate models used to describe length-at-age all had similar mean
length-at-age predictions for the sex-aggregated data (Figure 2.2). The three-parameter
VBGF had the most parsimonious fit, while the other six had little to no support (Table
2.2). The estimated mean L∞ values were significantly different between sexes for most of
the length-at-age models (Table 2.3), but there was no significant difference in the sexspecific relationships for the two-parameter VBGF (F = 0.88 , p = 0.45), three-parameter
VBGF (F = 0.68 , p = 0.56), or double VBGF (F = 2.61 , p = 0.051) models. There was a
significant difference between male- and female-specific growth for the three-parameter
logistic (F = 4.25, p = 0.006), Gompertz (F = 4.28, p = 0.005), Linear VBGF (F = 3.24,
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p = 0.022), and Porch (F = 2.82, p = 0.005) models (Figure 2.3), with similar growth until
about age-5 y, and then females reaching a larger length-at-age than males.
The male- and female-specific weight-at-length relationships were very similar to
that of the sex-aggregated data (Figure 2.4). I described the mean weight-at-length with
the power function parameters a = 9.67e10-6 (95% CI: 5.49e10-6 to 1.77e10-5), 1.54e10-5
(95% CI: 6.50e10-6 to 3.52e10-5), 1.25e10-5 (95% CI: 4.73e10-6 to 3.15e10-5), and b =
2.99 (95% CI: 2.91 to 3.08), 2.93 (95% CI: 2.81 to 3.06), 2.96 (95% CI: 2.83 to 3.11), for
the combined, male-, and female-specific relationship, respectively. There was no
significant difference between male- and female-specific mean weight-at-length (F =
0.07, p = 0.98; Figure 2.4).
2.4 Discussion
In this study, I describe age and growth characteristics of Red Drum in the
northern Gulf of Mexico, and particularly Mississippi, which was last done thirty-five
years ago (Overstreet 1983), and provide the first sex-specific growth curves under a
multi-model approach for Mississippi. Regional descriptions of growth characteristics are
necessary, because previous studies have shown spatial variation in the growth dynamics
of Red Drum (Wakefield and Colura 1983; Matlock 1992). I used sectioned otoliths to
derive age estimates, because they are accepted to be more accurate than whole otoliths
or other calcified structures to estimate the age of a Red Drum (Rohr 1964; Theiling and
Loyacano 1976; Summerfelt and Hall 1987; Prentice and Dean 1991; VanderKooy 2009).
The age estimates had over 90% agreement between two independent readers, indicating
precise aging. State agencies in the GoM use a “bump” method of age determination,
where fish that were caught during the first half of the year that are about to form a new
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annuli (based off of margin code) and those that recently formed one, are given the same
age assignment (Mississippi Department of Marine Resources, Personal
Communication). In contrast, I assigned decimal ages using an assumed birthdate of 1
October (Ditty 1986; Beckman et al. 1988, 1989) and the catch date, which allows for age
estimates on daily increments rather than yearly. When examining the otoliths that had
disagreements, most of them were otoliths that had just starting to form an annuli, and
one reader counted it while the other did not. In all of these cases, the bump method
would have counted it as the same age. The percent agreement between readers increases
to 99.8% for age-estimates within one year of each other. Using decimal ages decreased
the percent agreement, but allowed me to distribute ages by daily intervals rather than
yearly.
Obtaining otolith-derived age estimates is costly and time consuming, and thus
the described relationship between otolith weight and the otolith-derived age estimate
highlights another potential way to estimate the age of individual Red Drum, especially
when funds or time are limited. The increased efficiency would allow the ability to
estimate the age for many more samples. Relationships between otolith weight and age
estimates have documented in a wide range of fish species including Pilchard (Fletcher
1991), Hake (Beamish 1979) , Plaice and Cod (Cardinale et al. 2000) and some tropical
fishes (Pilling et al. 2003). Before using the otolith weight to age and TL relationships
described, the geographic limitation of this study should be taken into consideration.
Otolith growth is dependent on environmental conditions (Lombarte and Lleonart 1993);
given geographic environmental variation, otoliths likely grow at a different rate in other
regions.
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I identified the three-parameter VBGF to have the most parsimonious fit out of
the seven candidate length-at-age models. This was surprising because Porch et al. (2002)
found the three-parameter VBGF to be the least supported out of the six candidate models
they evaluated, including four of the same models evaluated in this study. This
discrepancy could be a result of the narrow temporal and geographic scope of my study.
The increased variation due to the inclusion of more years and locations may demand the
use of a more parameterized model to explain the additional variation. Goodyear (1989)
and Condrey et al. (1988) indicated that the rapid growth in young Red Drum subsides so
rapidly, that the standard VBGF does not adequately describe the growth, necessitating
the use of the double VBGF. However, both Hightower (2013) and I found the threeparameter version of the VBGF to be more supported than the double. I used AIC to
evaluate model support, which has a tendency to select more parameterized models in
comparison to other frequently used methods of model selection, such as Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC; Dziak et al. 2012). Despite this tendency, I found one of the
least parametrized models (the three-parameter VBGF) to be the best candidate model,
with no support for the other six models. Despite the overwhelming support I found for
the three-parameter VBGF, a visual inspection reveals that all seven growth models have
very similar mean predicted lengths at age, indicating that they are in agreement
biologically. I suggest the continued use of the three-parameter VBGF for Red Drum,
because it is widely used, and has biologically relevant parameters that are used in
estimating other life-history characteristics and establishing fishery reference points
(Pauly 1980; Chen et al. 1992; Clark 1999; Williams and Shertzer 2003).
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Because the three-parameter VBGF was the best supported candidate model, I
used 95% confidence intervals to compare the parameter from this model (Table 2.2 and
Table 2.3) to the mean values reported by previous studies in the northern GoM (Table
2.4), with mean parameter estimates within the range of the confidence interval indicating
no significant difference. There was no significant difference in estimated L∞ values
between this study and others from the northern GoM, Alabama, or Louisiana when
comparing sex-aggregated, male-, and female-specific three-parameter VBGFs, with the
exception of the sex-aggregated value reported by Powers et al. (2012), which was larger,
and the female-specific value reported by Hightower (2013), which was smaller.
However, there was significant difference in both k and t0 estimates, with significantly
higher k and t0 estimates reported in this study than those reported in the northern GoM
and Alabama by Powers et al. (2012), and significantly smaller than those reported in
Louisiana (Table 2.4). Estimates of k and t0 from this study were not significantly
different than those reported in Alabama by Hightower (2013) for all three growth
curves, except for the k value for the sex-aggregated relationship, which was slightly
smaller in this study than what she reported.
The observed differences in the three-parameter VBGF estimates from this study
and those from previous studies may be due to a shift in the population density since the
installation of the federal moratorium, difference in collection types, and/or geographic
variation. Hightower (2013) found significant difference in three-parameter VBGFs
between those fit using fishery-independent and –dependent data, and noted that some of
the previous studies (Beckman et al. 1989; Powers et al. 2012) lacked small individuals
resulting in uncharacteristically large negative t0 estimates. Murphy and Taylor (1994)
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suggested that spatial differences in length-at-age parameter estimates for Spotted
Seatrout (Cynoscion nebulosus), another Sciaenidae, may be caused by differences in
environmental conditions and fishing effort among different locations.
Sexual dimorphism was detected in over half of the candidate length-at-age
models, but not in the best supported model (three-parameter VBGF) or in the weight-atlength relationship. The L∞ parameter showed the most difference between sexes, and the
estimated mean L∞ value for the male- and female-specific three-parameter VBGF was
not within the range of the 95% confidence interval of the other sex. Despite this
difference, the F-ratio test indicated that the overall sex-specific length-at-age
relationships were not significantly different. This highlights a potential issue with only
comparing parameter estimates without consideration of how all the parameters work
together. All four of length-at-age models that were statistically different between sexes
were very similar, with the sex-specific relationships being indistinguishable until around
age-5 y, followed by a clear separation with the female-specific mean predicted length
reaching a larger asymptotic length than that of the male-specific model. This indicates
that young male and female Red Drum grow similarly, but after they reach maturity, the
females may reach a larger size. The length-at-age models that did not show significant
sexual dimorphism still estimated the L∞ parameter to be larger in females than in males.
The non-significant F-ratio test may be have been influenced by the large number of
young individuals compared to older and larger individuals. Hightower (2013) and
Beckman et al. (1989) had a relatively large representation of fish older than age-10 from
offshore waters, and found significant sexual dimorphism with females reaching a larger
size than males. This highlights the need for a well-represented range of age-classes in
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length-at-age models, although older Red Drum can be hard to obtain because of the
federal moratorium.
In conclusion, this study provides updated and critical information on the growth
dynamics of Red Drum in the northern GoM, and Mississippi in particular. I used otolithderived age estimates and a multi-model approach to model the sex-specific and sexaggregated length-at-age relationships. Given the spatial variation in growth and the
current state-level management of Red Drum, this study provides critical knowledge for
the proper management of the Mississippi Red Drum Stock.
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Table 2.1
Meristic regressions
Parameter
(± Standard Error)
Regression

Equation

Slope (a)

Intercept (b)

n

r2

TL to FL

𝐹𝐿 = 𝑎 𝑇𝐿 + 𝑏

0.90 (0.003)

33.14 (2.06)

417

0.995

TL to SL

𝑆𝐿 = 𝑎 𝑇𝐿 + 𝑏

0.84 (0.005)

-3.84 (3.03)

549

0.984

FL to TL

𝑇𝐿 = 𝑎 𝐹𝐿 + 𝑏

1.10 (0.004)

-33.55 (2.40)

417

0.995

FL to SL

𝑆𝐿 = 𝑎 𝐹𝐿 + 𝑏

0.92 (0.008)

-28.74 (5.41)

321

0.974

SL to TL

𝑇𝐿 = 𝑎 𝑆𝐿 + 𝑏

1.17 (0.006)

17.94 (3.50)

549

0.984

SL to FL

𝐹𝐿 = 𝑎 𝑆𝐿 + 𝑏

1.06 (0.010)

46.30 (5.45)

321

0.974

FTL to TL

𝑇𝐿 = 𝑎 𝐹𝑇𝐿 + 𝑏

1.00 (0.005)

-6.19 (3.11)

71

0.999

FFL to FL

𝐹𝐿 = 𝑎 𝐹𝐹𝐿 + 𝑏

1.00 (0.009)

-7.03 (6.55)

31

0.998

FSL to SL

𝑆𝐿 = 𝑎 𝐹𝑆𝐿 + 𝑏

1.00 (0.010)

-8.24 (5.49)

71

0.993

Meristic regressions for Red Drum caught in the northern Gulf of Mexico from August 2016 through October 2017. Regressions can
be used to convert between total length (TL), fork length (FL), and standard length (SL). Conversions between length measurements
from fish that have been filleted of their meat and the analogous whole fish measurement are given by the filleted TL (FTL) to TL,
filleted FL (FFL) to FL, and filleted SL (FSL) to SL regressions. The number of fish used to create each regression is indicated by n.
All measurements were made in mm, so the intercept (b) is represented in mm.
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Table 2.2
Sex-combined length-at-age model parameters
Mean
Model
Parameter Unit Parameter
Estimate
Three-parameter
L∞
mm
964.1
VBGF
k
y-1
0.26
t0
y
-1.17

95% CI

Δ AIC

ωi

943.9 to 985.5
0.23 to 0.30
-1.52 to -0.87

0

1

Two-parameter
VBGF

L∞
k

mm
y-1

920.3
0.46

903.6 to 937.2
0.44 to 0.48

45.54

0

*Porch (2002)

L∞
k0
t0
k1
λ1
k2
λ2
tc

Mm
y-1

971.8
0.23
-1.26
0.02
0.31
0.73
0.02
0.04

952.7 to 993.6
0.05 to 0.26
-1.65 to -0.78
0.0008 to 0.20
0.004 to 0.97
0.58 to 0.92
0.001 to 0.15
0.003 to 1.0

1,201.15

0

*Double VBGF

L∞
k1
t1
k2
t2

mm
y-1
y
y-1
y

944.2
0.17
-2.73
0.37
-0.15

925.4 to 964.5
0.16 to 0.21
-2.99 to -2.00
0.31 to 0.46
-0.62 to 0.33

1,247.05

Three-parameter
Logistic

L∞
a
b

mm

946.7
1.79
0.43

929.0 to 965.0
1.63 to 1.97
0.38 to 0.49

1,262.30

0

Gompertz

L∞
k
t0

mm
y-1

954.2
0.34
0.33

935.5 to 973.6
0.30 to 0.39
0.15 to 0.49

1,263.72

0

y-1
y-1

0

Linear VBGF

Mm
b0
987.8
909.9 to 1,094.9 1,269.97 0
b1
y-1
-1.20
-6.07 to 2.75
-1
k
y
0.25
0.19 to 0.31
t0
y
-1.24
-1.70 to -0.86
* Bayesian non-linear regression used so 95% credible is reported rather than 95%
confidence interval
Mean parameter estimates, and the associated 95 % confidence intervals (CI) of the seven candidate length-at-age models used in this
study to describe sex-aggregated growth of Red Drum in the northern Gulf of Mexico (n = 451) from fish captured August 2016
through October 2017. Relative model support is represented by Δ AIC, with a lower value indicating better support, and zero
indicating the best candidate model. AIC weight (ωi) represents the relative weight of model support for each model.
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Table 2.3
Sex-specific model parameter estimates
Females
Males
Parameter
Unit
Values
Δ AIC
ωi
Values
L∞
mm
990.4 (957.0 to 1027.6)
0
1
934.5 (888.4 to 989.2)
k
y-1
0.26 (0.20 to 0.32)
0.26 (0.20 to 0.34)
t0
y
-1.22 (-1.92 to -0.68)
-1.39 (-2.22 to -0.81)
L∞
mm
991.42 (968.6 to 1,018.1)
649.45
0
949.1 (918.0 to 1,079.1)
k0
y-1
0.23 (0.04 to 0.27)
0.21 (0.009 to 0.26)
t0
y
-1.30 (0.007 to -0.69)
-1.13 (-1.78 to -0.79)
k1
y-1
0.03 (0.001 to 0.22)
0.04 (0.002 to 0.22)
λ1
0.31 (0.004 to 0.97)
0.37 (0.008 to 0.98)
k2
y-1
0.84 (0.61 to 0.99)
0.86 (0.57 to 0.99)
λ2
0.07 (0.003 to0.25)
0.06 (0.002 to 0.27)
tc
0.98 (0.007 to 1.00)
0.99 (0.08 to 1.0)
ThreeL∞
mm
970.4 (948.1 to 993.9)
688.75
0
918.9 (891.7 to 948.0)
parameter
a
1.62 (1.46 to 1.81)
1.51 (1.33 to 1.73)
Logistic
b
0.39 (0.34 to 0.45)
0.41 (0.34 to 0.48)
Gompertz
L∞
mm
977.7 (954.2 to 1,002.8)
690.35
0
926.6 (896.55 to 956.73)
k
y-1
0.32 (0.27 to 0.37)
0.32 (0.26 to 0.38)
t0
y
0.15 (-0.11 to 0.37)
-0.03 (-0.34 to 0.28)
Linear
b0
mm
1,034.7 (929.0 to 1,206.5)
695.37
0
947.4 (839.98 to 1,126.75)
VBGF
b1
y-1
-2.26 (-9.34 to 2.82)
-0.54 (-8.31 to 5.03)
k
y-1
0.22 (0.15 to 0.30)
0.24 (0.16 to 0.34)
t0
y
-1.57 (-2.28 to -1.02)
-1.61 (-2.44 to -0.99)
* Bayesian non-linear regression used so 95% credible is reported rather than 95% confidence interval
Model
ThreeParameter
VBGF
*Porch
(2002)
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Δ AIC
0

ωi
1

481.83

0

477.25

0

478.54

0

482.90

0

Mean parameter estimates (± 95 % confidence interval) for sex-specific length-at-age of Red Drum caught in the northern Gulf of Mexico from August 2016 through October 2017. Models
include the best candidate model from this study (three-parameter VBGF), and those that indicated significantly (α = 0.05) different length-at-age relationships between males and females.
Relative model support is represented by Δ AIC, with a lower value indicating better support, and zero indicating the best candidate model. AIC weight (ωi) represents the relative weight of
model support for each model.

Table 2.4
Previous von Bertalanffy growth function parameter estimates
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451
203
189

Max
Age (y)
31.4
31.2
31.4

Size Range
(TL, mm)
105 to 1115
354 to 1115
360 to 996

TX

---

---

Wakefield and Colura (1983)

Lower Laguna Madre, TX
Matagorda Bay, TX
Galveston Bay, TX

30
339
23

Doerzbacher et al. (1988)

TX

Matlock (1992)

Sex

𝑳∞

𝒌

𝒕𝟎

C
F
M

964
990
935

0.26
0.26
0.26

-1.17
-1.22
-1.39

---

C

900

0.42

- 0.08

-------

312 to 890
-----

C
C
C

717
835
804

0.52
0.35
0.41

- 0.01
- 0.02
- 0.01

2,010

---

256 to 864

C

918

0.42

---

Upper Laguna Madre, TX
Galveston Bay, TX
Corpus Christi Bay, TX
Lower Laguna Madre, TX
San Antonio Bay, TX
Aransas Bay, TX

-------------

-------------

-------------

C
C
C
C
C
C

879
900
940
957
978
1,177

0.46
0.42
0.5
0.27
0.41
0.27

-------------

Murphy and Taylor (1990)

FL

551

24

225 to 980b

C

934b

0.46

0.03

Rohr (1980)

LA

62

---

96 to 1,012

C

950

0.37

- 0.33

Hightower (2013)

AL

572
249
178

40

179 to 1,040

C
F
M

946
953
928

0.32
0.32
0.31

-1.2
-1.4
-1.2

Study

Location

This Study

northern GoM
northern GoM
northern GoM

Miles (1950)

n

Table 2.4 (continued).
Powers et al. (2012)

AL
northern GoM

----403
166
221

----38

----660 to 1,156

F
M
C
F
M

965
923
993
1,012
969

0.109
0.110
0.109
0.109
0.110

- 10.0
- 10.0
-10.0
- 10.0
-10.0

Porch et al. (2002)

northern GoM

---

---

---

C

958

0.323

- 0.65

Beckman et al. (1989)

TX, LA, MS, AL

1,544

36

~ 560 to 1,150b

F

1,013b

0.088

- 11.3

37

~600 to 950b

M

909b

0.137

- 7.74

TX, LA, MS, AL
b

FL was used rather than TL
~ estimated from figures
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Mean length-at-age parameter estimates for two and three parameter von Bertalanffy Growth Functions from previous studies in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) for male (M), Female (F), and sexcombined (C) Red Drum growth. L∞ represents asymptotic length (mm), k is the von Bertalanffy Growth Parameter (y-1), t0 is the theoretical age (y) at length zero. The sample size (n) is
reported when known.
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Figure 2.1 Otolith weight relationships
The relationship of otolith weight to (a.) otolith-derived age estimates and (b.) total length (TL) of Red Drum collected in the northern Gulf of Mexico (n = 415) from August 2016 through
October 2017. A power function and a three-parameter von Bertalanffy growth function were used to describe the mean age and TL with respect to otolith weight, respectively (equations in
bottom right corner of each).
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Figure 2.2 Sex-combined length-at-age relationships
Seven candidate models were used to describe the length-at-age relationship of Red Drum collected in the northern Gulf of Mexico (n = 451) from August 2016 through October 2017. The
candidate models included four variations of a von Bertalanffy growth function (VBGF), including the three-parameter (3-Param VBGF), the two-parameter (2-Param VBGF), the double
(DVBGF), and the linear (LVBGF). The other three models evaluated include the Gompertz function, the three-parameter logistic function, and a seasonal a damped model described by Porch
et al. (2002).
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Figure 2.3 Sex-specific length-at-age relationships
Four models describing the sex-specific mean length-at-age of Red Drum collected in the northern Gulf of Mexico (n = 391; 188 males and 203 females) from August 2016 through October
2017, that had significantly different (α = 0.05) relationships between male- and female-specific growth. Observed male (triangles) and female (circles) values are displayed along with male(dashed line) and female-specific (solid line) mean relationships. The four models include the Gompertz function, the three-parameter logistic function, the linear von Bertalanffy growth
function (LVBGF), and a seasonal a damped model described by Porch et al. (2002).
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Figure 2.4 Weight-at-length relationships
The weight-at-length relationship of Red Drum collected in the northern Gulf of Mexico (n = 344; 92 males, 96 females, 156 unsexed) from August 2016 through October 2017. Only fish with
weight measurements (non-filleted) were used, and the relationship is described with a power function. The sex-aggregated relationship is displayed along with the male- and female-specific
relationships, but they are so similar that they are indistinguishable.

CHAPTER III – RED DRUM REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY IN THE NORTHCENTRAL GULF OF MEXICO
3.1 Introduction
Knowledge of the spawning characteristics of Red Drum is essential to
developing a management scheme. Reproductive traits such as the timing of the
spawning season and maturation can drive stock productivity (Murawski et al. 2001;
Lowerre-Barbieri et al. 2011), and stock assessments are impacted by changes in the
maturity schedule (Brown-Peterson et al. 2017). Current information on these traits is
needed for proper management because they are influenced by demographic changes
(Wright and Trippel 2009). Intense exploitation, especially on younger individuals, can
alter the timing of the spawning season (Trippel et al. 1997a) and select for early maturity
(Trippel et al. 1997b; Murawski et al. 2001). In particular, length and age at maturity and
spawning seasonality influence population dynamics (Lowerre-Barbieri et al. 2011) and
an understanding of these biological characteristics is crucial for making inference about
population dynamics and for assessment (O’Brien et al. 1993; Murawski et al. 2001).
Red Drum (Sciaenops ocellatus) are one of the most targeted species for
recreational fishing in the Gulf of Mexico (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration 2017), with Mississippi mean annual harvest over 150,000 kg, and as
high as 551,000 kg, for the past decade (National Marine Fisheries Service 2017).
However, reproductive information is not well understood for the northern Gulf of
Mexico (GoM) stock (Powers et al. 2012). Previous studies have addressed the
reproductive characteristics of Red Drum in the northern GoM (Overstreet 1983; Murphy
and Taylor 1986, 1990; Wilson and Nieland 1994), but these studies were done over two
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and three decades ago. The stock experienced a period of high exploitation, to the point
of setting a federal moratorium (National Marine Fisheries Service 1986), that is still in
effect. Additionally, fishing in state waters targets young individuals (Murphy and
Crabtree 2001), which makes the stock susceptible to alterations in the reproductive
characteristics (Trippel et al. 1997b; Murawski et al. 2001; Wright and Trippel 2009).
Furthermore, there are discrepancies in the previously estimated reproductive dynamic
estimates of the stock, such as the estimated onset of maturity and spawning season.
These discrepancies may be due to geographic variation of studies (Pearson 1929;
Overstreet 1983) and differences in definitions and methods of determining maturity and
reproductive phase (West 1990; Wilson and Nieland 1994).
The maturity dynamics and the timing of the spawning season are two
components of Red Drum reproduction that are not well understood for the GoM
population, and particularly the Mississippi stock. Accurate, sex-specific estimates of
length and age at maturity are essential for the management of Red Drum because
recreational fishing targets young individuals (ages 1 to 4, Murphy and Crabtree 2001).
These age classes are also subject to high rates of natural mortality (Powers et al. 2012).
Previous studies have reported that males mature at ages 1 to 3 y and females at the ages
of 3 to 6 y (Murphy and Taylor 1990). Wilson and Nieland (1994) estimated that 50%
maturity occurs in both sexes at age 4. Estimates of the fork length (FL) at 50% maturity
varies from 552 to 792 mm in males and 690 to 874 mm in females. Overstreet (1983)
reported reproductive development in fish at standard lengths (SL) 300 to 549 mm, while
others (Murphy and Taylor 1990) have documented that 50% sexual maturity does not
occur until 700 mm SL is attained. Red Drum have been described as batch spawners
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with a spawning season estimated to be late summer and fall with larval collections
occurring from August through December (Boothby and Avault 1971; Peters and
McMichael 1987; Hernandez et al. 2010; Lyczkowski-Shultz et al. 2013), and data
collected from adults indicating a spawning season of August and September (Wilson and
Nieland 1994), or September and October (Overstreet 1983; Murphy and Taylor 1990;
Powers et al. 2012).
Because of the discrepancies in previous, and now dated, estimates of the
reproductive characteristics of Red Drum, and the regional nature of reproductive
characteristics (Wilson and Nieland 1994), current and regional information on
reproductive dynamics is necessary for the management of Mississippi’s portion of the
Red Drum stock. The objective of this chapter is to use the most accurate and current
methods available to determine the reproductive characteristics of Red Drum, including
(1) the spawning season, (2) the sex-specific age and length at maturity, and (3) the
spawning interval.
3.2 Methods
Red drum were collected, aged, and measured for morphometrics (detailed
description in Chapter II of this thesis) and used to determine reproductive
characteristics. Whole gonads were removed, weighed (0.01 g), and examined
macroscopically for sex and reproductive phase, as described by Brown-Peterson et al.
(2011; Table 3.1 and Table 3.2), within 24 hours of collection. To fix tissue for
histological analysis, I took a cross section (less than one cm3) from the center of the left
gonad (when available, or the right when the left was missing) from each specimen and
placed it in a labeled cassette, prior to placement in 10% neutral buffered formalin. For a
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minimum of 72 hours, I maintained a volumetric ratio of 1:20 tissue to formalin to ensure
adequate preservation of gonad tissue. To prepare the tissues for histological processing, I
rinsed them with low-flowing cold tap water overnight, prior to partially dehydrating
them with three subsequent ethanol baths: 60%, 70%, and fresh 70% for a minimum of
two hours each. I used a Shandon Excelsior 1000 Tissue Processor to complete
dehydration, clear the tissue (with Shandon Xylene Substitute), and impregnate with
paraffin (Paraplast Plus; Appendix A, Table A.1). All steps were completed under
vacuum to maximize reagent penetration. I embedded tissues within one hour of cycle
completion using a Shandon Histocentre 2 Embedding Center. A small amount of
Paraplast X-tra was placed in the bottom of a stainless-steel mold with the gonad tissue
positioned with an orientation to obtain the best cross-section. A brief cooling of the
paraffin with the cassette base placed on top of the mold secured the tissue, and the mold
was completely filled with Paraplast. Once cooled, I removed the Paraplast and tissue
block from the mold and trimmed excess paraffin. Prior to sectioning, an S/P Brand
Tissue Flotation Bath was filled with distilled water and one cap-full of Surgipath STAY
ON and heated to 37 to 42℃. I cooled the blocks on ice and sectioned at 4 μm with an
AO Rotary Microtome equipped with a disposable Accu-Edge Low Profile Microtome
Blade. Sections were placed in the water bath and the best two were floated onto a
labeled slide and dried on a slide warmer for two hours. The staining process included
removing the paraffin, rehydrating the sample, staining the various tissue components,
and then dehydrating the section. Slide baths were created in a sequence with varying
solutions and soak times (Appendix A, Table A.2), and slides were stained using
Hematoxylin 2 and counterstained with Eosin Y (both manufactured by Richard-Allan
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Scientific), following a regressive method of hematoxylin staining (Luna 1968). After
staining, slides were cover-slipped using a Richard-Allan Scientific mounting medium
and allowed to dry completely.
I examined stained slides microscopically to determine sex, classify each
individual as mature or not mature, and assign a reproductive phase (Table 3.1 and Table
3.2) following the terminology described by Brown-Peterson et al. (2011). Wilson and
Nieland (1994) and Fitzhugh et al. (1988) found oocyte development in Red Drum to be
homogeneous throughout the gonad, but to corroborate their findings I examined tissue
from anterior, middle, and posterior sections of both the left and right lobes of the gonad
from one spawning capable female. When identifying reproductive phases, every
histology slide was read by two independent readers with no prior knowledge about the
sample. If the two readers disagreed on the phase, the slide was examined a second time
by both readers together, and if an agreement was still not made, the sample was removed
from analysis. Although the presence of cortical alveolar oocytes in females and primary
spermatocytes in males signifies physiological maturity (Brown-Peterson et al. 2011),
fish with these early gamete developmental stages are in the early developing subphase
and can be considered reproductively inactive (Brown-Peterson et al. 2017). Therefore, I
considered Red Drum to be sexually mature when they entered the developing phase with
primary vitellogenic (Vtg1) oocytes present in females, following the definition of
Wilson and Nieland (1994), and secondary spermatocytes (Sc2) present in males. I
classified fish in the immature and virgin early developing phases, as not mature. Fish
that were identified to be in the early developing phases, but had obviously spawned the
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previous year, developing, spawning capable, actively spawning, regressing, or
regenerating phases were classified as mature.
I estimated mean length at 50% maturity using a two-parameter logistic model:
𝑀𝑇𝐿 =

100%
1+𝑒 −𝑟(TL−𝐿50 )

,

where r is the instantaneous rate of change (mm-1) and 𝐿50 is the total length (TL, mm) at
50% maturity. Age at 50% maturity was calculated using a similar model:
𝑀𝐴𝑔𝑒 =

100%
1+𝑒 −𝑟(Age−𝐴50 )

,

where r is the instantaneous rate of change (y-1) and 𝐴50 is the age (y) at 50% maturity.
The 95% confidence estimates for the mean length and age at 50% maturity were also
estimated and reported.
I determined spawning season timing and duration using sex-specific
gonadosomatic index (GSI) and verified it through histological examination of gonads.
GSI is one measure of temporal gonadal development and is calculated:
GW
GSI = (
) × 100,
GFBW
where 𝐺𝑊 is gonad weight (g) and 𝐺𝐹𝐵𝑊 is gonad-free body weight (g). I used linear
regression to determine if there was a relationship between GSI and GFBW, with no
significant relationship indicating that GSI is a valid indicator of spawning preparedness
(Jons and Miranda 1997). Normality and homogeneity of variance of GSI values were
tested with the Shaprio-Wilk and a Bartlett’s tests, respectively. Mean monthly GSI
values were calculated with standard error and compared using a non-parametric
Kruskal-Wallis test and a post hoc Dunn’s test for pairwise comparisons to determine
which months’ mean GSI values were significantly different (α = 0.05). The distribution
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of reproductive phase by month was also used to estimate the spawning season, with the
presence of fish in the spawning capable and actively spawning phases indicating the
spawning season.
Because Red Drum have been shown to be batch spawners, I also used the
spawning capable and actively spawning females to estimate spawning interval.
Spawning interval is the average number of days between successive individual female
spawns. This was determined using histology by taking the inverse of the proportion of
spawning capable females that are spawning imminent or have spawned in the last 24
hours (Hunter and Macewicz 1985; Wilson and Nieland 1994):
𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑤𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 =

𝑆𝐶
𝑆

,

where SC is the number of spawning capable females, and S is the number of females
with 24-hr. postovulatory follicles (POF) and/or oocytes in the oocyte maturation (OM)
phase.
3.3 Results
Reproductive tissue was collected for histological analysis from a total of 694
individuals, ranging in size from 105 (mm, TL) to 1,115 (mm, TL), with 333 males and
361 females. I removed 23 samples (15 male and 8 female) from the analysis due to
irreconcilable disagreement of phase identification between readers. Otolith-derived age
estimates were obtained from 409 individuals, and age estimates ranged from 1 (y) to 31
(y). Wet body weight (W) was estimated from TL for individuals missing weight
information (n = 113) using the following power function: W = 1.451 × 10−5 × 𝑇𝐿2.94
(Chapter II of this thesis). For samples with only one non-damaged gonad, the gonad
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weight was estimated to be two times the weight of the non-damaged gonad, which was
validated with a linear regression (r2 = 0.96, p < 0.0001).
All histological reproductive phases and subphases were detected for female Red
Drum. In females, the different stages of cells are: primary growth (PG), cortical alveolar
(CA), primary (Vtg1), secondary (Vtg2), and tertiary vitellogenic (Vtg3), and oocyte
maturation (OM). Ovaries full of only oogonia and PG were classified as either immature
(IMM) or regenerating (RGN). To differentiate between the two, those containing mainly
homogeneous size and tightly packed chromatin nucleolar oocytes were classified as
IMM (Figure 3.1), while those containing a wide size range of mainly perinucleolar
oocytes were classified as RGN (Figure 3.2). I also used the presence of blood vessels
and/or macrophage aggregates (MA) and a thick ovarian wall as evidence for RGN. The
developing (DEV) phase was identified by the presence of PG, CA, Vtg1, and Vtg2
oocytes (Figure 3.3), and early developing (EDEV) is a sub phase of DEV that is
dominated by CA and PG oocytes (Figure 3.4). Sections containing Vtg3 in addition to
all the stages present in DEV were classified as spawning capable (SC; Figure 3.5). Some
SC females had all stages of oocytes present, along with post-ovulatory follicles (POF)
indicating that Red Drum are batch spawners with asynchronous oocyte development.
The actively spawning (AS) subphase of SC was identified by the presence of OM
oocytes (Figure 3.6). However, no females in the AS subphase had POF, indicating Red
Drum are not daily spawners. If the section contained PG, CA, and some Vtg oocytes
undergoing atresia, especially if atresia was in different stages, I classified it as RGR
(Figure 3.7).
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All histological reproductive phases and subphases were also detected for male
Red Drum. In males, the different stages of cells are: primary and secondary
spermatogonia (Sg1 and Sg2, respectively), primary and secondary spermatocytes (Sc1
and Sc2, respectively), spermatids (St), and spermatozoa (Sz). Sg1 were identified by
their relatively large size and indistinct or foggy nucleus. Each subsequent stage becomes
smaller with a more defined nucleus. St and Sz look very similar, but Sz develop a
flagella. The IMM phase was determined by the domination of Sg1 and no lumen in the
lobules (Figure 3.8). The DEV phase in males was evident by the presence of
spermatocysts containing Sg1, Sg2, Sc1, Sc2, St, and/or Sz, the absence of Sz in the
lumen or sperm duct, and a continuous germinal epithelium (GE, completely lined with
spermatocysts; Figure 3.9). EDEV is a sub phase of DEV in which there is only Sg1, Sg2,
and Sc1 (Figure 3.10). The SC phase is similar to the DEV phase, but the lumens of the
lobules begin to fill with Sz. This phase is separated into three sub phases: early germinal
epithelium (EGE), mid germinal epithelium (MGE), and late germinal epithelium (LGE).
The EGE sub phase has continuous GE throughout, MGE has continuous GE at the
periphery but discontinuous at the duct, and LGE has discontinuous GE throughout
(Figure 3.11). The RGR phase is evident by scattered spermatocysts, anastomosing
lobules, and relatively empty lumen containing only some residual Sz (Figure 3.12). It
can difficult to distinguish between a LGE-SC and RGR. If a section was packed full of
only Sz, I classified it as LGE-SC, because it could likely still spawn given the chance,
while sections with more sparse Sz were labeled as RGR. The RGN phase was
determined by the mass proliferation of Sg1 and Sg2 and nearly empty or nonexistent
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lumens (Figure 3.13). There were no actively spawning males, because the spawning
capable and actively spawning phase are histologically inseparable in males.
Percent agreement of phase classification between macroscopic inspection and
histology was 76.0 % agreement for males and 57.1 % for females. Percent agreement in
males was highest (86.4 %) for the immature phase, and lowest (29.6 %) for the
developing phase. Percent agreement for females was highest (70.2 %) for the spawning
capable phase, and lowest (33.3 %) for the regressing phase (Table 3.3). The anterior,
middle, and posterior of both the left and right ovary of one spawning capable fish were
all classified the same, providing further evidence that oocyte development is
homogeneous throughout the gonad.
The probability of maturity was modeled both with respect to length and age
using the two-parameter logistic function (Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15). When modeled
with respect to length, the mean L50 parameter was estimated to be 673 mm TL (95% CI
= 653.7 to 694.5 mm) for male and 672 mm TL (95% CI = 659.4 to 687.2 mm) for
females. The mean r parameter was estimated to be 0.0144 mm-1 (95% CI = 0.0116 to
0.0185 mm-1) and 0.0218 mm-1 (95% CI = 0.0170 to 0.0286 mm-1) for male and femalespecific models, respectively. The age ate maturity models had mean A50 parameters of
3.4 y (95% CI = 2.98 to 4.02 y) and 3.1 y (95% CI = 2.83 to 3.34 y), with a mean r
parameters of 1.03 y-1 (95% CI = 0.659 to 1.664 y-1) and 1.9070 y-1 (95% CI = 1.344 to
2.968 y-1) for male and female-specific models, respectively.
I described the spawning season using the distribution of monthly reproductive
phase and GSI. Histological examination revealed August and September to be the peak
months for spawning (Table 3.4 and Table 3.5). Spawning capable males and females
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were collected in August and September, with a few spawning capable males (n = 5)
collected in October, and actively spawning (subphase of spawning capable) females
were collected in September (n = 3). The EGE subphase of SC in males was most
common in August, and became less common as the spawning season progressed. The
LGE subphase was most common in September, and all of the SC males collected in
October were in the LGE subphase. The developing phase and early developing subphase
was found in early August in females. For males, these phases were detected just prior to
the spawning capable phases, but the developing phase was also identified in samples
collected during October, and the early developing subphase was present during most
months. The regressing phase was identified in females collected in October, and in
males collected in late September, October, and early November. Only one regenerating
male was collected during the peak spawning months of August and September, but
several females were. Immature Red Drum were collected throughout the year, but no
immature males were collected in June and no immature females were collected in April.
Mean GSI values were distinctly greater in August and September than the rest of
the year (Figure 3.16). There was significant correlation between monthly male and
female mean GSI (rs = 0.92, p = 0.0005). There was a significant linear relationship
between GSI and GFBW in sexually mature Red Drum, but the relationship explained
little of the variance in the female-specific (r2 = 0.10, p < 0.001) and male-specific (r2 =
0.18, p < 0.001) relationships. I collected many Red Drum younger than age-5 y
throughout the year that were identified as mature, but their GSI values remained low for
both males and females (Figure 3.17). GSI values violated the assumptions of normality,
so a Kruskal-Wallis test was used to evaluate differences non-parametrically. I found
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strong significant differences in the mean ranks of GSI for at least one of the months in
both females (χ2 = 64.17, p < 0.001) and males (χ2 = 66.65, p < 0.001). The post hoc
Dunn test with a Bonferroni adjustment for pairwise comparisons, indicated that the sum
of female and male GSI ranks in August and September were significantly different from
those in July and October (p < 0.01), but were not significantly different from each other
(p = 1). The sum of ranks for July and October were not significantly different (p > 0.05)
than that from any other months (Table 3.6 and Table 3.7).
I used the presence of POF and OM stage oocytes in histology sections to
estimate the spawning interval. In 2016, only 4 spawning capable females were collected,
and they were all from the same day. Consequently, the spawning for 2016 could not be
estimated. Spawning interval was calculated for 2017, with 13 of the 48 SC females
collected in August and September containing POFs or OM oocytes. The resulting mean
spawning interval was estimated to be every 3.7 days. The 48 SC female collections
spanned a 39 day time period, indicating about 10.5 spawning events per female each
spawning season.
3.4 Discussion
This study used a relatively large sample of Red Drum from the northern GoM,
and assessed the reproductive characteristics using histological techniques, which is the
least subjective method (West 1990; Wilson and Nieland 1994). Previous studies using
histology have classified oocyte development in Red Drum to be group-synchronous
(Overstreet 1983; Fitzhugh et al. 1988; Wilson and Nieland 1994), but I noticed
asynchronous oocyte development. After further examination, these studies appeared to
be describing asynchronous oocyte development, despite classifying it as group64

synchronous. I collected fish from every month, and was able to identify the presence of
all reproductive phases. Despite the large sample size there was an unexpected lack of
individuals identified to be in the subphases of early developing or actively spawning.
Red Drum may only occupy these subphases for a very limited time, which would
explain the low frequencies. Furthermore, Red Drum are thought to spawn in offshore
and coastal waters at night (Lowerre-Barbieri et al. 2008, 2016a; Powers et al. 2012), and
with a federal moratorium on Red Drum, this study was limited to sampling state waters.
The addition of night sampling and sample collection from federal waters, would likely
increase the frequency of encountering individuals in the actively spawning subphase, but
Red Drum are managed on the state level, so this study’s sampling of state waters, and
mostly in Mississippi, coincide with current management delineations . This study is the
first reproductive study to focus on Red Drum in Mississippi since Overstreet (1983).
Percent agreement between histology and macroscopic inspections was only 76.0 % for
males and 57.1 % for females, with the agreement on the developing and regressing
phase, just over 30%. This low agreement reveals the low precision and/or accuracy of
macroscopic reproductive phase identification. Past studies, on a variety of species, have
reported even lower total percent agreement between macroscopic inspection and
histology (West 1990; García-Díaz et al. 1997; Corey et al. 2017), indicating that the low
percent agreement was not a factor of substandard macroscopic identifications.
The age and length at which maturity is reached directly influences the fishery
reference point of Red Drum. Using histological analysis and a two-parameter logistic
function, I estimated the length and age at 50% maturity to be similar for both male and
female Red Drum, around 670 mm TL (636 mm FL) and age-3 y, which is similar to that
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estimated by previous studies (Table 3.8). There are discrepancies in the methodology of
defining and estimating maturity of Red Drum in past studies, leading to a variable
estimates among those studies. One of the most accepted studies estimating reproductive
characteristics of Red Drum in the northern GoM (Wilson and Nieland 1994), estimated
maturity in females using histology and the same definition of maturity used here, but
only included individuals captured during the spawning season, estimated maturity with
size bins rather than a logistic function, and only used macroscopic assessment (the
release of milt) for males. They estimated age and length at 50% maturity to be slightly
older (age-4 y) and larger (Male: 692 to 703 mm TL, Female: 725 to 736 mm TL; TL
estimated from reported FL using regression analysis from Chapter II of this thesis) than I
did, but only used fish from the spawning season and macroscopic inspection for males.
This excludes the DEV phase from being included in the maturity estimate, and my
smaller maturity estimates may be partially due to the inclusion of DEV individuals.
Although I estimated the length and age at 50% maturity to be around 670 mm TL and
age-3 y, respectively, the spawning capable phase was not observed until a TL of 703
mm (age-4.5 y) in males and 840 mm (age-5.8 y) in females. This indicates that Red
Drum may be reaching maturity while inshore before actually joining the spawning stock.
Lowerre-barbieri et al. (2016a) highlight the need to distinguish between physiological
maturity and functional maturity after they found Red Drum that were displaying signs of
maturity, and in some cases males that even released milt, prior to being prepared to
spawn, based on location of catch and the low levels of milt present. Furthermore, efforts
to describe the offshore size distribution of Red Drum report negligible frequencies of
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fish smaller than 750 mm TL and age-5 y (Powers et al. 2012; Lowerre-Barbieri et al.
2016b).
Monthly reproductive phase distributions indicated a spawning season of August
through September. This is slightly earlier and of reduced duration than those reported
previously (Overstreet 1983; Peters and McMichael 1987; Murphy and Taylor 1990;
Table 3.8), and is very similar to that reported by Wilson and Nieland (1994). Wilson and
Nieland (1994) used over six years of data and found that inter annual differences are
minimal. Sampling in 2016 started late in September, and consequently there were few
samples in the spawning capable phase (4 females and 11 males), but sampling in 2017
spanned the entire spawning season. I did find a few (n = 5) spawning capable males in
October, but given the lower energy demands for spermatogenesis compared to oogenesis
(Schärer and Robertson 1999; Lowerre-Barbieri et al. 2016a), it is not surprising to
identify males with signs of spawning capability longer than females. Furthermore, all
October males were in the late germinal epithelium subphase, indicating that there was no
more spermatogenic activity occurring in their testes. I was surprised, however, to find
developing males captured immediately after the spawning season, and early developing
males from October through April. These males are likely precocious individuals that
missed the spawning window, and thus are functionally immature. I was also surprised to
find regenerating females during the spawning season. Many of these females had a TL >
900 mm, and should be important components of the spawning stock. The presence of
these large regenerating females during the spawning season indicates that there may be
some “skip spawning” occurring, where some females don’t spawn certain years. This
can be caused by hormone changes or as a response to poor nutritional condition
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(Marshall et al. 1998; Rideout et al. 2005; Rideout and Tomkiewicz 2011). Skip
spawning is widespread in fishes, and is being reported at an increasing rate, with
evidence of occurrence in at least 31 species (Rideout et al. 2005; Rideout and
Tomkiewicz 2011). To my knowledge, skip spawning has not yet been reported in any
Sciaenidae, but this may be because standard reproductive assessments can easily
overlook the signs, or because of the difficulty in distinguishing between immature and
mature, non-reproductive adults (Rideout et al. 2005). Furthermore, identifying skip
spawning in fishes with indeterminate fecundity is further complicated because the fish
could potentially still recruit oocytes by the end of the season, even if they aren’t present
during the peak, particularly in warmer waters (Rideout and Tomkiewicz 2011). For that
reason, Lowerre-Barbieri et al. (2009) recommend that in species with indeterminate
fecundity, the recrudesce and reabsorption times of spawning indicators would need to be
greater than the spawning season. Due the relatively short spawning season of Red Drum,
they may meet this criteria. Furthermore, skip spawning was indicated in other species
with indeterminate fecundity such as Wahoo Acanthocybium solandri (Brown-Peterson et
al. 2000; Jenkins and McBride 2009), Gag Mycteroperca microlepis (Fitzhugh et al.
2006), Red Grouper Epinephelus morio (Collins et al. 2002), and Blue Marlin Makaira
nigricans (Brown-Peterson et al. 2008), based on of the presence of large regenerating
fish during the spawning season.
The GSI results agreed with the spawning season estimation of August through
September from the phase distribution. GSI is an indication of spawning season,
independent of fish size, when there is no relationship between GSI and GFBW. I found
that, although significant, the relationship between GSI and GFBW in Red Drum
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explained very little of the variance (10 % and 18 % for female- and male-specific values,
respectively), indicating that GSI is a good indicator of spawning preparedness (Corey et
al. 2017). Furthermore, there were some young (less than age-5 y) individuals with very
low GSI values that may explain the significant relationship. These young individuals
showed maturation indicators, but are likely functionally immature, and thus there was no
gonadal enlargement during the spawning season.
Although I only identified a few samples to be actively spawning, I was still able
to estimate the spawning interval because of the presence of 24-hour POF. My estimate
of 3.7 days coincides with Wilson and Nieland's (1994) year-specific estimate ranging
from 2 to 4 days from the years of 1986 to 1991, and is the same as their year-aggregated
estimate. My estimated spawning season duration of 39 days results from one year of
data, and thus is a conservative estimate. If the SC females from 2016 were included, this
estimate would increase to 47 days, and the resulting average spawning events per female
each season would increase from 10.5 to 12.7. The spawning interval is an essential piece
to estimating annual fecundity, and thus will be useful when combine with future batch
fecundity estimates for Red Drum.
Red Drum are one of the most targeted recreational species in the GoM (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 2017), yet data limitation currently impedes the
assessment of the stock in the GoM. Age-structured stock assessment models have shown
to be sensitive to reproductive characteristics (Leaf et al. 2008; Fitzhugh et al. 2012), and
the fishery reference point for Red Drum (escapement rate) is directly influenced by the
estimated age at maturity, necessitating proper estimation of reproductive characteristics.
In this work, I describe the age and length at maturity, provide evidence of a delayed
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recruitment to the spawning stock (i.e. reaching maturity at age-3 y but become spawning
capable around age-6 y), estimate the spawning season, and estimate the spawning
frequency. By describing the reproductive characteristics in the northern GoM, with a
focus on Mississippi, using the most accurate methodology available, my work will
inform the assessment and management of Red Drum, particularly in Mississippi.
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Table 3.1
Female reproductive phase classification
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Phase
Immature
(Never spawned)

Macroscopic Description
Small, cylindrical, and blood vessels are not
obvious.

Developing
(Developing in
preparation to spawn)
Early
Developing

Enlarging with distinct blood vessels, and
are often firm. May appear light yellow.

Spawning Capable
(Will spawn during the
spawning season)

Large ovaries, usually gold or yellow in
color. Blood vessels are distinct, and may
see small oocytes by eye.

Actively
Spawning
(Is spawning, has
within 12 hrs. or
will within 12
hrs.)
Regressing
(Will not spawn again
this season)
Regenerating
(Mature but
reproductively inactive)

Ovaries are very large, and a translucent
yellow or pink in color. Hydrated oocytes
are present, and often give a “jelly”
appearance.

Histological Description
Contains only oogonia and primary growth oocytes (primarily chromatin
nucleolar), has a thin ovarian membrane and little space between oocytes,
small gonad size with indistinct blood vessels, and often abundant
interstitial tissue.
Gonad can contain primary growth, CA, Vtg1, and Vtg2 oocytes. Some
atresia possible but no POFs.
Gonad composed only of primary growth and CA oocytes. May have very
few early vitellogenic oocytes.

Flaccid ovaries becoming dark red in
appearance. Blood vessels are very
prominent.
Relatively small ovaries with reduced blood
vessels. Not flaccid, but may contain some
black content as reabsorption of unused
oocytes takes place.

Abundance of all stages of vitellogenic oocytes present. Gonad may also
contain primary growth, CA, POFs, and atresia of vitellogenic and/or
hydrated oocytes (any stage). Early stages of oocyte maturation may be
present.
Separated from spawning capable fish by evidence of widespread oocyte
maturation indicated by lipid and/or yolk coalescence, germinal vesicle
migration, and/or hydration of oocyte. POFs ≤12 hrs. can be present.

Atresia of oocytes at any and possibly all stages present and abundant.
Primary growth oocytes becoming more abundant with most vitellogenic
oocytes undergoing atresia. POFs possible.
Gonad contains oogonia and primary growth oocytes (primarily
perinucleolar) that are not densely packed and has a thick ovarian wall.
May have atresia, macrophage aggregates, or muscle bundles present.

Female reproductive classification terminology defined by Brown-Peterson et al. (2011). Abbreviations: CA = cortical alveolar, Vtg1 = primary vitellogenic, Vtg2 = secondary vitellogenic,
Vtg3 = tertiary vitellogenic, and POF = post ovulatory follicle complex. Subphases are italicized and indented.

Table 3.2
Male reproductive phase classification
Phase
Immature
(Never spawned)

Macroscopic Description
Small, triangular, and often clear and
thread- like.

Histological Description
Contains only primary spermatogonia, no lumen in lobules, and small gonad
size.

Developing
(Developing in
preparation to spawn)

Small but enlarging testes. Easily
identified by the triangular shape. No
blood vessels.

Gonads may contain primary and secondary spermatogonia, primary and
secondary spermatocytes, spermatids, and spermatozoa in spermatocysts.
Spermatozoa not present in lumen of lobules or in sperm ducts. Germinal
epithelium continuous throughout.

Early
Developing
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Spawning Capable
(Will spawn during the
spawning season)

Gonad composed only of primary spermatogonia, secondary spermatogonia,
and primary spermatocytes.
Large and firm testes that release milt
when gentile pressure is applied.

Spermatozoa in lumen of lobules and/or sperm ducts. All stages of
spermatogenesis can be present. Spermatocysts throughout testes, and active
spermatogenesis. Germinal epithelium can be continuous or discontinuous.
Histological subphases based on structure of germinal epithelium (GE).

Early GE
Mid GE
Late GE
Regressing
(Will not spawn again
this season)

Flaccid testes that do not release milt
when cut in half and pressure is applied.
Can still be quite large.

Regenerating
(Mature but
reproductively inactive)

Testes reduced in size, but retain while
color and triangular shape.

Continuous GE in all lobules throughout the testes.
Continuous GE in testes at periphery, discontinuous GE in lobules near
ducts.
Discontinuous GE in all lobules throughout the testes.
Residual spermatozoa present in lumen of lobules and in sperm ducts.
Widely scattered spermatocysts near periphery containing secondary
spermatocytes, spermatids, and spermatozoa. Spermatogonial regeneration
of germinal epithelium common in periphery of testes.
No spermatocysts present. Lumen of lobule often nonexistent. Proliferation
of spermatogonia throughout testes and germinal epithelium continuous
throughout. Residual spermatozoa present in lumen of lobules and in sperm
ducts.

Male reproductive classification terminology defined by Brown-Peterson et al. (2011). Subphases are italicized and indented.

Table 3.3
Percent agreement between macroscopic and microscopic phase classifications
Phase
IMM

Sex
male
female

n
140
157

Percent Agreement
86.4
61.8

DEV

male
female

27
4

29.6
50.0

SC

male
female

53
47

86.8
70.2

RGR

male
female

9
3

33.3
33.3

RGN

male
female

29
76

72.4
43.4

Percent agreement between macroscopic and histology phase assignments. The phases as defined by Brown-Peterson et al. (2011) are:
immature (IMM), developing (DEV), spawning capable (SC), regressing (RGR), and regenerating (RGN). The actively spawning and
early developing subphases of the spawning capable and developing phases are included in their respective phase.
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Table 3.4
Monthly distribution of female reproductive phases
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

IMM
87.5
71.4
66.7
0
50.0
50.0
78.7
24.4
21.2
62.5
81.8
71.4

EDEV
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.9
0
0
0
0

DEV
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.9
0
0
0
0

SC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
46.3
57.7
0
0
0

AS
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5.8
0
0
0

RGR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.5
0
0

RGN
12.5
28.6
33.3
100
50.0
50.0
21.3
19.5
15.4
35.0
18.2
28.6

n
32
7
12
7
4
6
47
41
52
120
11
14

Percent reproductive phase by month for female Red Drum collected in the northern Gulf of Mexico from August 2016 through
October 2017. The phases as defined by Brown-Peterson et al. (2011) are: immature (IMM), developing (DEV), early developing
(EDEV, subphase of developing), spawning capable (SC), actively spawning (AS, subphase of spawning capable) regressing (RGR),
and regenerating (RGN). The number of samples collected each month is indicated by n.
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Table 3.5
Monthly distribution of male reproductive phase classifications
Month
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January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

IMM
84.6
100
75.0
37.5
100
0
69.8
38.5
19.2
60.7
53.3
52.6

DEV
EDEV
3.8
0
8.3
12.5
0
0
11.3
5.1
2.1
2.2
20
5.3

0
0
0
0
0
0
3.8
12.8
0
4.5
0
0

SC
EGE MGE LGE
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17.9 23.1
0
10.6 46.8 17.0
0
0
5.6
0
0
0
0
0
0

RGR

RGN

n

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.3
14.6
6.7
0

11.5
0
16.7
50.0
0
100
15.0
2.6
0
12.4
20.0
42.1

26
6
12
8
2
2
53
39
47
89
15
19

Percent reproductive phase by month for male Red Drum. The phases as defined by Brown-Peterson et al. (2011) are: immature (IMM), developing (DEV), early developing (EDEV, subphase
of developing), spawning capable (SC), actively spawning (AS, subphase of spawning capable) regressing (RGR), and regenerating (RGN). The spawning capable phase is further separated
into: early- (EGE), mid- (MGE), and late-germinal epithelium (LGE) subphases. The number of samples collected each month is indicated by n.

Table 3.6

Month

Monthly female gonadosomatic index comparisons
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.103
0.030
1.000
1.000
1.000

2

3

4

5

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.103
0.030
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.449
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.224
0.037
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Month
6

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

7

8

9

10

11

0.002
1.1e-4
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
0.002
1.000
0.959

9.1e-6
1.000
0.361

1.000
1.000

1.000

P-values from the post hoc Dunn test with a Bonferroni adjustment for pairwise comparisons, comparing the sum of female GSI ranks by month.

Table 3.7

Month

Monthly male gonadosomatic index comparisons

3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.089
1.000
1.000
1.000

3

4

6

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.120
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Month
7

0.003
1.2e-7
1.000
1.000
1.000

8

9

10

11

1.000
0.553
1.000
0.072

4.9e-6
0.179
2.4e-3

1.000
1.000

1.000
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P-values from the post hoc Dunn test with a Bonferroni adjustment for pairwise comparisons, comparing the sum of male GSI ranks by month.

Table 3.8
Previous maturity and spawning season estimates
Study
This Study

Length Location Sample Size
TL

Size Range

Sex

L50

L100

Spawning
Season

78

northern
GoM

318

105 to 996

male

673 (654 to 695)

839

353

353 to 1,115

female

672 (659 to 687)

924

August and
September

399 to 1,115
399 to 1,115

male
female

665
695

850
850

mid-August to
early-September

male
female

792
792

male
female

529
825

male
female

552
874

Wilson and
Nieland
(1994)
Overstreet
(1983)

FL

northern
GoM

1,337
1,262

FL

MS

323
159

Murphy and
Taylor (1990)

FL

FL

265
260

Murphy and
Taylor (1986)

FL

FL

250 to 999
200 to 1,049

Late-September
and October
700
850

September to
October

Reproductive characteristics of Red Drum in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM). The length (mm) at which over 50% maturity is achieved is represented by L50, and L100 represents the length (mm) at
which all samples were mature. Length measurements were reported in either total length (TL) or fork length (FL). The results from this study are located at the top of the table with the 95%
confidence intervals around the mean L50 parameter estimates in parenthesis.

Figure 3.1 Immature female histological image
Photomicrograph of a histology sample imaged at 10x magnification from a female Red Drum (TL = 566 mm) collected in September,
illustrating the immature reproductive phase. Immature females were identified by presence of small and tightly packed primary
growth oocytes (PG), thin ovarian wall, and interstitial tissue. Primary growth oocytes are primarily chromatin nucleolar (CN) oocytes
with small nucleuses.
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Figure 3.2 Regenerating female histological image
Photomicrograph of a histology sample imaged at 10x magnification from a female Red Drum (TL = 995 mm) collected in March,
illustrating the regenerating reproductive phase. Regenerating females were identified by the various sized primary growth oocytes
(PG), and the strong presence of perinucleolar primary growth oocytes (PN) compared to chromatin nucleolar primary growth oocytes
(CN). A relatively thick cell well, pronounced blood vessels (BV), and the presence of macrophage aggregates (MA) were also used
as indicators of the regenerating phase.
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Figure 3.3 Developing female histological image
Photomicrograph of a histology sample imaged at 4x magnification from a female Red Drum (TL = 863 mm) collected in August,
illustrating the developing reproductive phase. Developing females were identified by the presence of primary vitellogenic oocytes
(Vtg1), cortical alveolar oocytes (CA), and primary growth oocytes (PG). Secondary vitellogenic oocytes can also be present.
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Figure 3.4 Early developing female histological image
Photomicrograph of a histology sample imaged at 10x magnification from a female Red Drum (TL = 884 mm) collected in August,
illustrating the early developing reproductive phase. Early developing females were identified by predominance of primary growth
(PG) and the presence of some cortical alveolar (CA) oocytes. Females in this subphase with blood vessels (BV) in the ovary were
considered sexually mature.
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Figure 3.5 Spawning capable female histological image
Photomicrograph of a histology sample imaged at 4x magnification from a female Red Drum (TL = 920 mm) collected in September,
illustrating the spawning capable reproductive phase. Spawning capable females were identified by the prevalence of tertiary
vitellogenic oocytes (Vtg 3). All other forms of oocytes were also present, including: primary (Vtg1) and secondary vitellogenic
oocytes (Vtg2), cortical alveolar oocytes (CA), and primary growth oocytes (PG), indicating asynchronous oocyte development. Some
spawning capable females also had post ovulatory follicle complexes (POF), indicating that the fish had spawned in the last 24 hours,
and is thus a batch spawner.
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Figure 3.6 Actively spawning female histological image
Photomicrograph of a histology sample imaged at 4x magnification from a female Red Drum (TL = 890 mm) collected in September,
illustrating the actively spawning reproductive subphase. Actively spawning females were identified by the widespread oocyte
maturation indicated by lipid coalescence (LC), germinal vesicle migration (GVM), yolk coalescence, and/or hydration of oocyte. All
other forms of oocytes were also present, including: primary (Vtg1 and tertiary vitellogenic oocytes (Vtg3), cortical alveolar oocytes
(CA), and primary growth oocytes (PG), indicating batch spawning.
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Figure 3.7 Regressing Female histological image
Photomicrograph of a histology sample imaged at 4x magnification from a female Red Drum (TL = 1005 mm) collected in October,
illustrating the regressing reproductive phase. Regressing females were identified by the presence of alpha atresia and predominately
primary growth oocytes (PG).
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Figure 3.8 Immature male histological image
Photomicrograph of a histology sample imaged at 20x magnification, from a male Red Drum (TL = 510 mm) collected in October,
illustrating the immature reproductive phase. Primary spermatagonia (Sg1) is the only gamete stage present in immature males, and
the lumen of the lobule is often absent.
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Figure 3.9 Developing male histological image
Photomicrograph of histology sample imaged at 20x magnification, from a male Red Drum (TL = 899 mm) collected in August,
illustrating the developing reproductive phase. Developing males were identified by presence of primary spermatagonia (Sg1),
secondary spermatagonia (Sg2), primary (Sc1) and secondary spermatocytes (Sc2), spermatids (St), and spermatozoa (SZ) in
spermatocysts, but not in the lumen.
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Figure 3.10 Early developing male histological image
Photomicrograph of a histology sample imaged at 20x magnification, from a male Red Drum (TL = 596 mm) collected in November,
illustrating the early developing reproductive phase. Early developing males were identified by presence of primary (Sg1) and
secondary spermatagonia (Sg2), and primary spermatocytes (Sc1).
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Figure 3.11 Spawning capable male histological images
Photomicrograph of male histology sample imaged at 20x (A) and 10x (B and C) magnification, illustrating the spawning capable (SC) reproductive phase. (A) A SC male Red Drum (TL =
786 mm) collected in August in the early germinal epithelium (EGE) subphase. Fish in the EGE subphase were identified by a continuous GE throughout the testes and spermatozoa (Sz) in
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spermatocysts and the lumen of the lobule. (B) A SC male Red Drum (TL = 953 mm) collected in early September in the mid germinal epithelium (MGE). Fish in the MGE subphase were
identified by a continuous GE at the periphery of the testes and discontinuous GE at the duct. (C) A SC male Red Drum (TL = 820 mm) collected in late September in the late germinal
epithelium (LGE) subphase. Fish in the LGE subphase were identified by discontinuous GE throughout and an abundance of Sz in the lumen. Other stages of spermatogenesis observed
include: secondary spermatogonia (Sg2), primary (Sc1) and secondary spermatocytes (Sc2), and spermatids (St).

Figure 3.12 Regressing male histological image
Photomicrograph of a histology sample imaged at 10x magnification, from a male Red Drum (TL = 962 mm) collected in October,
illustrating the regressing reproductive phase. Regressing males were identified by the residual spermatozoa (Sz) in the lumen and
sperm ducts, reduced spermatogenesis with few to no spermatocysts, and occasional macrophage aggregates (MA).
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Figure 3.13 Regenerating male histological image
Photomicrograph of a histology sample imaged at 20x magnification, from a male Red Drum (TL = 886 mm) collected in October,
illustrating the regenerating reproductive phase. Regenerating male Red Drum were identified by the proliferation of primary (Sg1)
and secondary spermatagonia (Sg2), trace amounts of residual spermatozoa in the lumen, and occasional macrophage aggregates
(MA).
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Figure 3.14 Length-specific maturity
Percent of fish mature by total length (TL) of female and male Red Drum (n = 694) from the northern Gulf of Mexico, modeled with a
two-parameter logistic function. The mean L50 parameter estimate, or length at which 50% of the samples are mature, is labeled with
the total length estimate (mm) at the inflection point. Individuals were assigned a binary maturity classification of zero (0) or one
hundred (100) percent.
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Figure 3.15 Age-specific maturity
Percent of fish mature by age (y) of female and male Red Drum (n = 409) from the northern Gulf of Mexico, modeled with a twoparameter logistic function. The mean A50 parameter estimate, or age at which 50% of the samples are mature, is labeled with age
estimate (y) at the inflection point. Ages were otolith-derived age estimates, Individuals were assigned a binary maturity classification
of zero (0) or one hundred (100) percent.
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Figure 3.16 Monthly gonadosomatic index
Mean monthly gonadosomatic index (GSI) of sexually mature female and male Red Drum (n = 249) captured in the northern Gulf of
Mexico from September 2016 through October 2017. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 3.17 Age-specific gonadosomatic index
Boxplots of the age-specific gonadosomatic index (GSI) values of sexually mature female (n = 142) and male (n = 109) Red Drum
captured in the northern Gulf of Mexico from September 2016 through October 2017. Dark bands represent the median, box edges
represent the 25% and 75% quartiles, and open circles represent outliers in the data.
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CHAPTER IV – DETECTING RESIDENCY AND EMIGRATION OF RED DRUM IN
THE NORTH-CENTRAL GULF OF MEXICO USING STABLE ISOTOPE
ANALYSIS
4.1 Introduction
An understanding of the trophic dynamics of species is useful for understanding
habitat residency (Muller and Strydom 2017; Bird et al. 2018), movement patterns
(deHart and Picco 2015), and the timing of migration (Deegan et al. 1990; Herzka and
Holt 2000; Cocheret de la Morinière et al. 2003). A method frequently employed to
understand habitat occupancy is to assess an individual’s diet through analysis of prey
items in the digestive tract (Kleypas and Dean 1983; Labropoulou et al. 1997;
Szedlmayer and Lee 2004). Recently however, the description of the relative
concentration of carbon (δ13C) and nitrogen (δ15N) stable isotopes in animal tissue has
been used as an indication of source nutrition and trophic position (Peterson and Fry
1987). The analysis of stable isotope composition of fish tissue has successfully been
used to identify trophic position (Hesslein and Capel 1991), differentiate subpopulations
of fish (Roelke and Cifuentes 1997; Talley 2000), describe changes in habitat and
migrations between habitat (Deegan et al. 1990; Hesslein and Capel 1991; Hobson 1999;
Herzka 2005), and explain dietary shifts (Herzka and Holt 2000). Sources of nutrition and
trophic pathways can be directly inferred from δ13C values (Fry 1981; Fry and Barry
1989). Measurements of δ15N can be used to determine trophic positions and provide
insight on food chain length and predator-prey relationships, because a consumer
becomes more enriched in 15N than its diet (Minagawa and Wada 1984; Peterson and Fry
1987; Herzka and Holt 2000; Olsen et al. 2014). A benefit of this approach, relative to
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the short-term information provided by analysis of stomach contents, is that metabolic
turnover in tissue can be as little as 0.1% per day (Hesslein et al. 1993), which means
stable isotope analysis of muscle tissue gives an indication of feeding habits over
multiple months. Information derived from biological process on this time scale can then
be compared with that derived from stomach content analysis to make inferences about
population-level trophic dynamics.
Red Drum are a conspicuous and important (ecologically and as a fishery
resource) species in the northern Gulf of Mexico (GoM). Commercial harvest of Red
Drum in coastal areas, where the stock is managed by the individual states, is currently
only allowed in Mississippi (60,000 pound quota in 2017; http://www.dmr.ms.gov). The
recreational fishery primarily targets young Red Drum (age-1 to 4 y) with recent Gulfwide annual recreational landings increasing to over six million kg (Powers et al. 2012).
Because much of the recreational fishing pressure focuses on the younger age-classes
found in nearshore habitats (sounds and estuaries), natural resource managers need to
understand if this portion of the stock is being exploited at sustainable levels. Because of
this concern the “escapement rate” reference point was established. The escapement rate
is defined as the expected proportion of fish that survive to a given age, given the
observed total mortality, relative to the number that survive when no fishing mortality
occurs. (NMFS 1986; Vaughan and Helser 1990). In Chapter I of this thesis, I estimate
escapement rate for Red Drum from age-0 to 4 y to be consistent with the method
currently used by GoM states. These ages are used following previous literature that
suggest age-4 to be the estimate for the age at which a portion of the females become
mature and join the older spawning-capable stock offshore (Overstreet 1983, Murphy and
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Taylor 1990). In Chapter III of this thesis, I provided evidence that Red Drum may not
become spawning capable until around age-6, and thus the refinement of the estimated
age at which the offshore ontogenetic movement occurs is necessary for reference points
to be established.
The ontogenetic movement dynamics of Red Drum has been described using
tagging methods, analysis of size frequency distributions, descriptions of reproductive
characteristics, and identification of stomach contents, but many aspects of its ecology
and population dynamics are not well understood. Indeed, the GoM Red Drum stock is
considered to be “data-limited” (SEDAR49 2016) and information about its life-history
and population dynamics are not well described (Powers et al. 2012). A primary reason
that the stock is difficult to understand is because it exhibits movement out of the
nearshore region during ontogeny. Larvae and juveniles inhabit estuarine areas (Rooker
et al. 1998; Winner et al. 2014) and subadults inhabit deeper channels of the estuary
(Overstreet 1983), though they tend to be site specific and remain within the estuary
(Dresser and Knieb 2007; Brogan 2010). At approximately the onset of maturity, adult
Red Drum (age-4+ y) move offshore to where they are associated with a variety of
bottom substrate (Brogan 2010; Powers et al. 2012). Winner et al. (2014) found that Red
Drum caught in the Florida estuaries were rarely older than age-4 y.
I analyzed tissue specific carbon (δ13C) and nitrogen (δ15N) isotope composition
in combination to determine ontogenetic movement of Red Drum. Previous work has
documented the existence of contrasts in stable isotope values in the congener Spotted
Seatrout (Cynoscion nebulosus) muscle tissue (Fulford and Dillon 2013), indicating that
stable isotopes can be used to quantify intrapopulation variability in coastal and estuarine
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systems. I hypothesized that there are distinct δ13C and δ15N stable isotope differences in
the muscle tissue of reproductively mature Red Drum compared to those that have not yet
joined the spawning stock, and thus differences in the isotopic composition with respect
to reproductive phase, location of catch, and age of the fish. The objective of this work is
to determine δ13C and δ15N ratios in Red Drum muscle tissue and evaluate isotopic
patterns with respect to reproductive phase, location, and age to better determine
ontogenetic movement.
4.2 Methods
Red Drum were collected in the north-central GoM (n = 169, Figure 1) using
fishery-dependent (primarily hook-and-line) and fishery-independent (gill net and long
line surveys) methods from September 2016 through September 2017. I targeted all age
classes of fish, and by January the younger age classes (age-0 to 4 y) of mostly immature
individuals were overrepresented (Table 1). Consequently, March through August
sampling targeted older and larger individuals, but some younger individuals were still
collected as well (Table 1). Sagittal otoliths were collected from each fish and were
rinsed, placed in a sealed envelope and stored at room temperature. Age determination
followed the methods presented by VanderKooy (2009) as detailed in Chapter II of this
thesis. A small (less than one cm3) portion of gonadal tissue was collected from each
individual, preserved in 10% naturally buffered formalin, and analyzed histologically as
detailed in Chapter III of this thesis; reproductive phase assignments followed BrownPeterson et al. (2011).
To perform stable isotope analysis, a small (about 10 g) sample of muscle tissue
containing only muscle from between the operculum and anterior side of the dorsal fin of
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each Red Drum was removed and placed in labeled plastic bags and frozen at -20 °C. I
placed tissue samples in the ultra-low freezer (-80℃) for 30 minutes, before placing them
into a Labconco FreeZone 6 lyophilizer freeze dryer for a minimum of 48 hours. Dried
tissue was covered with Parafilm and stored in a desiccator with silica gel desiccant until
they could be ground. I pulverized the dried tissue into a fine homogenous powder using
a mortar and pestle. The homogenous powder was then placed in labeled 20 ml
scintillation vials and stored in the desiccant cabinet. I did not extract lipids from the
tissue, as only 3 samples had C : N ratios over 3.5. For analysis, samples were weighed
with a Mettler Toledo XP26 microbalance, packed into tin capsules, and stored in well
plates until analysis. Samples were analyzed with a Thermo Delta V Advantage isotope
ratio mass spectrometer coupled with a Costech model 4010 elemental analysis system,
with the first and last sample of each 40 well tray ran in duplicate. Results were recorded
in the standard del notation of per mil (‰) and referenced to known standards (USGS-40
and USGS-41) from the National Institute of Standards and Technology.
I used Carbon (δ13C) and nitrogen (δ15N) stable isotopes to analyze diet patterns
and infer movement dynamics in the context of reproductive, spatial, and age-specific
patterns. I used a permutational multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) and
Bray-Curtis dissimilarities to test for significant (α = 0.05) differences in the δ13C and
δ15N centroids with respect to sex and reproductive phase. I then tested whether
significant differences in mean and variance values of carbon and nitrogen isotopes
existed between two age groups: a group of fish age-0 to age-6 y old and a group
composed of fish estimated to be age-7 y and older. I implemented bootstrap sampling
from the observed distributions of carbon and nitrogen isotope values in each group
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(sampled n = 10,000 times, with replacement) to derive median and 95% confidence
intervals. The null hypothesis, that there is no significant difference between in mean
values of the two age groups, was rejected (α = 0.05) if the confidence intervals did not
overlap.
4.3 Results
The carbon (δ13C) and nitrogen (δ15N) stable isotope values of fish analyzed in
duplicate exhibited little variation. I found an average difference between duplicate
samples of 0.16 ‰ and 0.06 ‰ for 13C and 15N, respectively, (Table 2). This shows
consistent methodology and suggests variances in the data are biologically and not
methodologically based.
The carbon-nitrogen bi-plot exhibited pronounced scatter with values of δ13C
ranging from approximately -26 to -14 ‰, and δ15N values ranging from approximately 8
to 16 ‰. In the bivariate space, mean isotopic values showed contrasts with reproductive
phase for δ15N, but not δ13C (Figure 2). All reproductive phases had similar mean (± SD)
δ13C values, with the early developing phase being the most enriched (-17.25 ± 1.01 ‰),
and the spawning capable phase being the least enriched (-19.82 ± 1.94 ‰). The
spawning capable reproductive phase had the highest mean δ15N value (14.20 ± 0.85 ‰),
and the early developing and developing phases had the least enriched mean δ15N values
(9.27 ± 0.31 ‰ and 9.62 ± 0.15 ‰, respectively). There were very few samples identified
in the early developing (n = 2) and developing (n = 2) phases, but they appear to be
isotopically similar to a group of immature fish, and the immature phase had the next
lowest mean δ15N value (11.45 ± 1.56 ‰). The regenerating and regressing phases were
very similar with mean δ15N values of 12.48 ± 2.19 ‰ and 12.64 ± 1.65 ‰, respectively.
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Using a PERMANOVA and Bray-Curtis dissimilarities, I found that reproductive phase
was a significant predictor (F10, 91 = 10.63, p < 0.001) of the multivariate isotopic space
(δ13C and δ15N) occupied, but the sex of the fish was not a significant factor (Table 3).
I found a difference in mean values of δ13C with respect to location of capture, but
not with δ15N values. Observed δ13C values were more enriched at sites further offshore,
but differences in the mean value of δ15N were not apparent (Figure 3). I observed δ13C
values around -22 ‰ in the muscle tissue of fish caught at estuarine sites, while barrier
islands fish had mean values around -18 ‰.
Patterns in age-specific values of δ13C and δ15N are also evident. Although
differences in the mean value of δ13C was not apparent, the observed variance was
different by age class. The youngest age classes occupied the complete range of δ13C
values, and the variance in measured δ13C decreased for fish age-7 y and older with
median δ13C values around -20 ‰ (Figure 4). Observed variance in nitrogen (δ15N) stable
isotope values were also different by age. Nitrogen stable isotope values ranged from
around 8 to 15 (‰) in the youngest age classes and there was a decrease in del 15N
variance for fish age-5 y and older (Figure 4). The observed mean values of δ15N were
more enriched around age-7 y, with δ15N values around 11 (‰) for fish younger than
age-7 y, and around 14 (‰) for fish age-7 y and older (Figure 4). Using bootstrap
analysis, I found that the examined age groups did not differ in mean δ13C values (p =
0.50, 95% CIs [-19.37, -18.57] and [-19.63, -19.12]), but the observed variation in δ13C
was significantly different (p < 0.001, 95% CIs [4.21, 6.57] and [0.41, 0.86]). The
observed δ15N values were significantly different between each group for both mean (p <
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0.001, 95% CIs [11.00, 11.57] and [14.27, 14.60]) and variance (p < 0.001, 95% CIs
[2.44, 3.33] and [0.19, 0.50]).
4.4 Discussion
I found that Red Drum, and younger age classes in particular, occupy a relatively
broad isotopic space. Ranges of δ15N and δ13C found in muscle tissue of Red Drum
exceed that of other species in the northern GoM (Fleming 2017). I found the extent of
deviation in δ13C and δ15N values of Red Drum to be 140 % and 180 %, respectively, to
that reported for the congener Spotted Seatrout (C. nebulosus) sampled from the same
area (Fulford and Dillon, 2013). This pronounced range in isotopic values can be
attributed to the opportunistic feeding strategy (Llanso et al. 1998; Scharf et al. 2000),
and the complex and diverse nutrient sources and availability in estuarine habitats
(Fulford and Dillon 2013) occupied by young Red Drum (Overstreet 1983; Rooker et al.
1998; Scharf et al. 2000; Brogan 2010; Winner et al. 2014). Stomach content studies have
highlighted the diversity in Red Drum diet consisting of small crustacea (Llanso et al.
1998), and a variety of polychaetes, fishes, shrimp, and crabs (Boothby and Avault 1971;
Overstreet and Heard 1978). The large amount of variance in isotopic composition,
especially in young Red Drum, could also be partially explained by certain dietary
components that are readily available in estuaries and also highly variable in isotopic
composition. One example of these are polychaetes which have been shown to have high
enough δ15N values to be considered top predators in some systems, and can have a wide
range in δ13C values depending on the carbon sources available, including comparable
values to plankton (Nithart 2000; Dillon et al. 2015).
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I found isotopic differences with respect to reproductive phase, regardless of the
gender of the fish. Reproductive phase is dependent on, and highly correlated with, the
age and maturity of the fish, and time of year. Consequently, I did not explicitly include
age, maturity, or temporal factors in the PERMANOVA. The observed difference in
isotopic composition with respect to reproductive phase can be explained by the
ontogenetic migration of Red Drum. Ontogenetic diet shifts are common in teleost fishes
(Gerking 1994), and other studies have also been able to detect ontogenetic migrations
with stable isotope analysis (Cocheret de la Morinière et al. 2003; Wells et al. 2008).
However, because there are phase-specific differences within mature fish, there may be
temporal differences in the habitat occupancy of Red Drum as well. I expected that
immature phase fish would be further separated from the other reproductive phases than
what was observed. The unexpected similarity could be explained by the diversity of the
upper estuaries that immature fish occupy. Estuaries are dynamic systems, containing
primary production from both aquatic and terrestrial sources, and are linked closely with
several migratory and marine species (Sandifer 1975; Forward et al. 2004; Potter et al.
2015). This diversity lends to a highly variable diet on the individual level, which is
compounded at the phase-specific subpopulation level. This variance increases the
chances of isotopic overlap with other phases. Some of the phase-specific patterns,
especially the large separation in the developing phase (and early developing subphase)
from the other phases may also be due to sample size. Phase-specific patterns in isotopic
composition were not considered in the original sampling design, and therefore some
reproductive phases have a relatively small representation (Table 4).
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An offshore movement, such as the ontogenetic movement of Red Drum, would
decrease the diversity of nutrients and prey opportunity available to a fish, and you would
expect the habitat change to be reflected in the stable isotope signatures of their tissues.
With an offshore movement, tissues often become more enriched in 13C because of the
positive relationship between salinity and δ13C (Richard et al. 1997; Fry 2002). This type
of isotopic gradient, with more depleted δ13C nearshore in freshwater dominated areas
compared to more marine influenced sites, has also been documented in Florida and
Mississippi oysters (Abeels et al. 2012; Dillon et al. 2015). Furthermore, nearshore
estuaries of Mississippi are dominated by the primary producer Juncus roemerianus
(Eleuterius 1972), which have been reported to have mean δ13C values around -24 ‰
(Dillon et al. 2015). As you move further offshore, C4 grasses become more common
because they are more salt tolerant (Bromham and Bennett 2014). Dillon et al. (2015)
found C4 grasses in Mississippi to have more enriched mean δ13C than J. roemerianus (13.8 ‰ VS -23.7 ‰). Moncreiff et al. (1992) indicates that sources of primary production
such as microalgae and phytoplankton are more important inputs to the tropic network
than seagrasses at sites near Horn Island in the Mississippi Sound. Microalgae and
phytoplankton are also more enriched in δ13C than Juncas roemerianus, with reported
mean values from the Mississippi Sound of -17 ‰ and -22 ‰ (Moncreiff and Sullivan
2001), respectively. Zooplankton is also an important component to pelagic and oceanic
food webs, with mean δ13C values estimated between -20 and -18 ‰ in the Gulf of
Mexico (Dorado et al. 2012). My findings support these patterns; the ability to detect
movement out of the estuary with δ13C values is evident by the enrichment of 13C that I
found in the muscle tissue of Red Drum caught further offshore, and mean δ13C vales are
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consistent with offshore sources. One site (Grand Bay) was inconsistent with the
offshore enrichment of 13C. This discrepancy may be due to the unusual salinity
gradients that can occur at this site. Grand Bay is a retrograding delta that was abandoned
by its natal river approximately 6,000 years ago (Escatawpa River) as sea level rose since
the last glacial period (Cho et al. 2017). As such it only receives freshwater inputs from
local rainfall in the immediate watershed. Consequently, after periods of no rainfall,
salinity can reach levels over 30 (Dillon and Walters 2007; Dillon et al. 2015).
I did not find changes in mean δ15N with location. This could mean that with an
offshore movement there is no change in the trophic level that Red Drum are feeding at,
there are differences in base δ15N values amongst habitats, or a combination of the two.
Typically, oceanic sources of nitrogen are isotopically light compared to terrestrial
influenced neritic areas due to differential nitrogen cycling (Dorado et al. 2012), but this
pattern can be complicated in isotopic values of predators due to trophic enrichment of
δ15N. Location-specific sampling of source nitrogen would be required to make inference
on differences in base source δ15N values and trophic position.
Age-specific isotopic changes were evident by the difference in variance of δ13C
and δ15N and mean δ15N by age. The decrease in variance is explained by the expected
decrease in diet variability after migrating out of the estuary. Gelpi et al. (2013) found a
comparable pattern in Blue Crab from Louisiana, with similar spread in δ13C and δ15N
values with convergence towards a narrower range offshore. The difference in mean δ15N
is a result of either feeding at a higher trophic order, or migrating to a habitat with a
different base δ15N value. The isotopic change around age-7 y aligns well with previous
maturity studies (Overstreet 1983; Murphy and Taylor 1986, 1990; Wilson and Nieland
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1994; Chapter III of this thesis). Tissue turnover rates are correlated to growth, and large,
slow growing fish can take a year or more to reach equilibrium (Herzka 2005). In Chapter
III of this thesis, I estimated age at 50% maturity to be around age-3, but the smallest fish
capable of spawning had a total length (TL) of 704 mm, (age = 4.5 y) for males, and 840
mm (age = 5.8 y) for females. Lowerre-Barbieri et al. (2016) highlighted a need to
differentiate between physiological maturity and functional maturity because they found
that Red Drum, particularly males, could show maturation indicators (and even release
low levels of milt) even though they are likely functionally immature. This indicates that
fish could mature before they truly move offshore to join the spawning stock. The
estimated age at 100% maturity for Red Drum is around age-6 y (Murphy and Taylor
1990; Wilson and Nieland 1994; Chapter III of this thesis), which agrees with the timing
of the isotopic shift at age-7 y, when accounting for isotopic turnover rates. Furthermore,
previous studies describing the offshore age and size distributions report negligible
frequencies of fish younger than age-5 y (Powers et al. 2012; Lowerre-Barbieri et al.
2016).
The findings of this study improve the understanding of movement dynamics of
Red Drum. These results suggest the movement out of estuaries likely doesn’t occur until
an older age than currently thought. Understanding the timing of this movement is crucial
to the management of the species, as escapement rate is the fishery reference point, and is
directly impacted by the estimated age of ontogenetic migration; escapement rate is
currently estimated to age-4 y (see Chapter I of this thesis), and estimating it to age-6 y
would result in much smaller escapement rates. Others have shown how δ13C and δ15N
can be useful indicators of habitat occupancy and diet (Fry 1981; Hesslein and Capel
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1991; Cocheret de la Morinière et al. 2003; Herzka 2005; Fulford and Dillon 2013), and I
used this approach to understand movement dynamics in Red Drum. This work reiterates
the utility of stable isotope analysis in understanding movement dynamics, migrations,
and habitat occupancy of fishes.
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Table 4.1

Month

Age-specific collection by month
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Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Jun.
Jul.
Aug.
Sep.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
17
3
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
29
0
13

2
10
2
0
0
0
0
3
0
1
10
3
5

3
3
0
3
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

4
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
4
1
0

5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4
0
0

6
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
0

7
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
3
0
0

8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
0

10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

12
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

13
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

14
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

Age (y)
15 16
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

17
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

18
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

19
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
0

20
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

21
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

22
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

23
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0

24
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
0
0
0
0
0

25
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

26
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

31
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

The number of Red Drum collected from each age group. Ages are integer values of otolith-derived age estimates, and each column is an age class. Each row represents a month of collection,
starting with January (Jan.) and ending with December (Dec.).

Table 4.2 Absolute difference in samples analyzed in duplicate
Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Run
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

δ13C
-22.52
-22.49
-18.381
-18.411
-18.319
-18.259
-21.160
-21.195
-21.520
-20.812
-17.591
-17.673
-22.836
-22.860
-19.404
-19.683
-18.667
-18.497

δ15N
12.043
12.005
12.692
12.813
12.113
12.168
12.510
12.563
10.618
10.777
9.578
9.579
11.261
11.254
12.689
12.627
14.908
14.996
Average

ΔC

ΔN

0.03

0.038

0.03

0.121

0.06

0.055

0.035

0.053

0.708

0.159

0.082

0.001

0.024

0.007

0.279

0.062

0.17

0.088

0.16

0.06

Absolute difference (Δ) in carbon (δ13C) and nitrogen (δ15N) stable isotope values (per mil) between two analyses from the same
sample number.
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Table 4.3 PERMANOVA results
Factor
Sex
Phase
Sex : Phase
Residuals
Total

df
1
5
3
146
155

SS
1.327
44.737
1.822
262.115
310.000

MS
1.327
8.947
0.607
1.795

F
0.739
4.984
0.338

R2
0.004
0.144
0.006
0.846
1.000

P
0.465
0.001
0.909

Results of PERMANOVA analysis of Bray-Curtis dissimilarities in carbon (δ13C) and nitrogen (δ15N) stable isotope structure of
muscle tissue from Red Drum caught in the northern Gulf of Mexico in relation to sex, and reproductive phase (determined using
histology following Brown-Peterson et al. [2011]), df is the degrees of freedom; SS is the sum of squares; MS is the mean sum of
squares; F is the F value by permutation, boldface indicates statistical significance at p < 0.05, p-values based on 999 permutations.
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Table 4.4 Reproductive phase-specific collections
Phase
IMM
EDEV
DEV
SC
RGR
RGN

Number of
Samples
73
2
2
12
12
55

Number of Red Drum collected from each reproductive phase for stable isotope analysis from September 2016 through September
2017. Follow the terminology established by Brown-Peterson et al. (2011), IMM is immature; EDEV is early developing; DEV is
developing; SC is spawning capable; RGR is regressing; RGN is regenerating.
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Figure 4.1 Sample area
Map of sampling area where Red Drum were collected (n = 169) for stable isotope analysis from September 2016 through September
2017. Exact catch location was recorded for a portion of the collected samples (n = 72), and they were collected at the locations
indicated by the green dots.
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Figure 4.2 Reproductive phase-specific bivariate plot
Bivariate plot of carbon (δ13C) and nitrogen (δ15N) stable isotope values per mil for Red Drum in the northern Gulf of Mexico. Mean carbon (δ 13C) and nitrogen (δ15N) stable isotope values (±
standard deviation) by reproductive phase are indicated by the labeled points (IMM is immature; EDEV is early developing; DEV is developing; SC is spawning capable; RGR is regressing;
RGN is regenerating) and follow the terminology established by Brown-Peterson et al. (2011). Number of fish in each reproductive phase is shown in Table 4.

Figure 4.3 Spatial patterns in isotopic composition
Box plot of carbon (δ13C) and nitrogen (δ15N) stable isotope values per mil for Red Drum by collection site. Locations are roughly
organized from most north on the left side to the most south on the right side. Refer to Figure 1 for site locations. Two locations (BC
and BSL) are separated from the others with a segmented line because specific locations of catch were not recorded for these
locations. BC refers to charter companies that troll off shore out of the Biloxi Small Craft harbor, and BSL refers to small tackle
charter who operates out of the Bay St. Louis area.
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Figure 4.4 Age-specific patterns in isotopic composition
: Boxplot of nitrogen (δ15N) and carbon (δ13C) stable isotope values per mil by age of specimen (y) for Red Drum (Sciaenops
ocellatus) examined in this study. Ages are otolith derived age estimates, and the number of samples collected from each age class can
be found in table 2.
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APPENDIX A – Histology Processing
Table A.1
Dehydration sequence for gonads
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Solution
70% EtOH
80% EtOH
95% EtOH
95% EtOH
95% EtOH
100% EtOH
100% EtOH
100% EtOH
Xylene Substitute
Xylene Substitute
Xylene Substitute
Paraplast Plus
Paraplast Plus
Paraplast Plus

Duration
60
60
40
40
40
60
60
60
60
60
60
40
40
40

Processing sequence for dehydration of gonad tissues. Each step is completed under vacuum for the given duration (min).
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Table A.2
Tissue staining process
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Solution
Xylene Substitute
Xylene Substitute
Xylene Substitute
100% EtOH
100% EtOH
95% EtOH
95% EtOH
80% EtOH
80% EtOH
50% EtOH
Distilled Water
Hematoxylin 2
Water
Acid water
Water
Blueing water
Water
95% EtOH
Eosin Y
Blot Blot Blot
95% EtOH
95% EtOH
95% EtOH
100% EtOH
100% EtOH
100% EtOH
Xylene Substitute
Xylene Substitute
Xylene Substitute
Xylene Substitute

Duration
3 min.
3 min.
3 min.
10 dips
10 dips
10 dips
10 dips
10 dips
10 dips
10 dips
1 min.
4-7 min.
--rinse well-2 dips
--rinse well-30 sec.
--rinse well-10 dips
45 sec.
-----10 dips
10 dips
10 dips
1 min.
1 min.
1 min.
1 min.
1 min.
1 min.
1 min.

Outline of the tissue staining process, which involves dehydrating the sample, differentially staining each tissue component, and
rehydrating the sample.
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